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Saturday Wooers
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by its mother. District Attorney TOGO TO VISIT WEST POINT MISSIONARIES' CONVENTION
ABANDONED BABE PERKINSCONFEREES M FAVORS APPEAL TO DIAZ
10 RETURN TO
MEXICO
New York, Aug. 11. Beginning
with a theater party tonight there will
follow in rapid succession a io-'le- s of
notable social and other public func
tions arranged la honor of Admiral
Togo, who is to be the guest of New
York city during the next five days,
Two entire floors of one of the
prominent Broadway hotels have been
reserved for the accommodation of
the distinguished visitor and his
suite. Tomorrow he will pay a visit
to the United States Military acade-
my at West Point, making the trip
up the Hudson and retiming
aboard the naval yacht May
nower. Sunday will be spent
in a sight-seein- g tour of tie
metropolis, followed by an official din
ner in th9 evening at the Knicker
bocker.
ELKS AT ASTORIA CARNIVAL
Astoria' re-A- us- "-A- .to.ia was
again me center toward which the
people of this and the neighboring
states turned their eyes today, and
the second day of the big centennial
celebration saw hundreds of visitors
enter the city in addition to those
who came yesterday to witness the
opening ceremonies. Today and to
morrow have been set aside for the
special entertainment of the Elks,
The members of the order will have a
place In the big military paride to
morrow and those who remain here
over Sunday will be entertained at
a monster clam bake.
FIRE WIPES OUT
NEWSPAPER PLANT
LOUISVILLE, KY., EVENING HER
ALD SUFFERS A LOSS OF
$125,000
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 11. Fire, be
lieved to bw been caused by an ex
plosion in ti'.of, engraving department,
this morning wracked the bnilding of
the Louisville Herald and destroyed
the plant. The- explosion occurred
after today's editions had been pub-
lished and comparatively few persons
were in the building at the time. The
loss, including damage to the build-
ing, will amount to about $125,000.
Pending the completion of the Her-
ald's new building, started several
months ago, the Herald will be pub-
lished from the plant of the Evening
Post.
BAILEY RETIRES FROM
MONETARYCOMHIISSION
REASON FOR ACTION WAS THAT
HE OBJECTED TO PROPOSED
REPORT OF MAJORITY
Washington, Aug. 11. Senator Jos-
eph W. Bailey of Texas, today resigned
from the national monetary commis-
sion, arid his resignation was accept-
ed by the senate. He announced that
he would have objected to the major-
ity report and that If the commis-
sion should be discharged by Decem-
ber 4, as proposed by Senator Cum-
mins, it would not give him time to
prepare his dissenting opinion.
CRUSHED TO DEATH
WHEN HORSE FELL
THOMAS ESQUIBEL, SAN GERON-1M-
FARMER, VICTIM OF DIS-
TRESSING ACCC1DENT
Tomas Esquibel, a young farmer
26 years of age, was almost instantly
killed yesterday at his home near
San Geronlmo when a horse he was
riding fell upon him. The man's neck
was broken and he was unconscious
from the time of the accident until
death ended his sufferings. Details
of the accident are meager. Tomas
Esquibel was the adopted son of Jose
Felix Esquibel, a member of the board
of trustees of the Las Vegas land
grant. He is survived by a wife and
two small children. The funeral will
occur tomorrow at San Geroaimo.
TAFT GOES TO BEVERLY
Beverly, Mass., Aug. 11. President
Taft arrived at Beverly this morning
for his third week-en- d stay at
Charles V. G. Ward made an investi
gation of the case this morning. He
says unless more evidence is secured
the woman will not be prosecuted on
a murder charge. At the request ofI
Mr. Ward a physician examined the
body of the dead Infant and announced
the cause of death was cholera infan
tum. The physician stated the child
must have been ill at least five days
and that the abandonment probably
had nothing to do with the death. The
doctor was unable to say whether ne
glect on the part of the mother was
responsible for the Illness which fin--
lally caused the death of the pfant- -
TRAIL MARKERS DEDICATED
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 11. The bat
tlefield of Giorieta, eighteen miles
from here, today wps the scene of the
dedicatory exercises of a granite
Santa Fe trail monument. Scores of
people left ia automobiles early today
to attend the exercises, which were
under the auspices of the Daughters
of the American Revolution, with
State Regent Mrs. L. B. Bradford
Prince, presiding. Representatives of
the archaeological and historical so
cieties of Nw Mexico attended. On
the return to Santa Fe, trail markers
at Apache Canyon, Cononcito and Ar
royo Hondo were dedicated. August
25 the end pf the trail monument will
be dedicated m the plaza here.
TRINIDAD OFFICER
SHOT AND ROBBED
CONSTABLE W. N. WALKER VIC-
TIM OF MURDEROUS ASSAULT
BY HIGHWAYMEN
Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 11. Set upon
by two unknown highwaymen late
last night, shot, robbed and left for
dead, W. N. Walker, a local consta
ble, was found on the Grey Creek be
road, Bix miles west of this city this
morning and hurried to a hoBPltal
where he lies In a serious conditoln.
where he lies in a serious condition,
for stolen livestock aad had" started
for the village of Grey Creek, when
two men attacked him and after
shooting him when he refused to
hold up his hands, took his money
and his revolver. A terrific storm
broke a few moments later arid the
wounded man laid for twelve hours
at the side of the road.
Walker is a pioneer of this section.
FLOOD RESOLUTION
IN HANDS OF TAFT
FORMALLY SIGNED BY SPEAKER
CLARK AND VICE PRESIDENT
SHERMAN '
Washington, Aug. 11. Speaker
Clark and Vice President. Sherman
today signed the bill for the admis-
sion of the territories of New Mexico
and Arizona. It now goes to the
president, who is expected to return
it with a veto message bluntly de-
claring his opposition to the Judicial
recall provision of the Arizona consti
tution.
Republican Leader Mann gave
formal notice in the house today
that republican members would ask
for a cancellation of all pairs so far
as votes on vetoed measures were
concerned. Mr. Mann explained that
he expected the president to veto
whatever tariff bills were sent to
him and that every republican vote In
the house would be needed.
FRICK PARTIAL TO STEEL TRUST
New York, Aug. 11. Henry C.
Frick, whose retirement from the di-
rectorate of the Union Pacific rail-
road was announced pesterday, tele-
graphed here today from his country
home at Pride's Crossing, Mass., that
he is not to resign from the finance
committee of the United States Steel
corporation.
POPE MUCH IMPROVED
Home, Aug. 11. The Improvement
in the condition of the i'ope Increas
ed this afternoon. His temperature
dropped from 100at noon to nearly
normal. At the same time his pains
were less severe and the pontiff was
able to take more nourishment
Lancaster, Pa., Aug. 11. Prominent
speakers from England, Canada and
various parts of the United States
are to address the annual convention
and encampment of the Christian and
Missionary alliance, which met at
Rocky Springs park today for a ten
days' session. Delegates are In at-
tendance from New York, Pennsyl-
vania, Maryland, Delaware, New Jer
sey and the District of Columbia.
NEBRASKA CONFERENCE
Wahoo, Neb.. Aug. 11. The Nebras
ka conference of the Swedish Augus--
tana synod celebrated its twenty
iutn anniversary here today with a
large gathering of leaders of the
denomisatioo representing this and
the neighboring states.
WILSON REVIEWS CHILDREN
Long Branch, N. X, Aug. 11. An
Infantile army of nearly 2,000 march
ed through the streets of Long
Branch today as the culminating fea-
ture of the annual carnival. From
a stand in front of the United States
hotel the parade of children was re
viewed by Governor Wilson and the
members of his staff.
NOVEMBER 30 TURKEY DAY
Washingtin, Aug. 11. President
Taft, it was learned today, will des
ignate Thursday, November 30, as
Thanksgiving day this year.
DEPUTY SHERIFF
SHOT BY BANDITS
GRANT COUNTY OFFICER, THOUGH
HE SURPRISED ROBBERS, GOT
WORST OF IT
El Paso, Tex.. Aug. 11. Deputy
Sheriff Brentwood was wounded last
night in a battle between a posse and
'bandits, ' who yesterday he'd up the
officials cf the Chino Coppsr com
pany near Hurley, N. M.
Deputy Brentwood was accompanied
by Messrs. Williams and Foster and
surprised the bandits In their moun
tain camp. Despite their surprise the
bandits escaped and kept up a run
ning fight for several miles, having
captured the horses ridden by the
posse
Sheriff MoGrath and a posse from
Silver city, N. M., left in automobiles
early today to Join in the chase.
Apparently the holdups were after
the pay roll of. the Chino Copper com-
pany, but got only $125 cash and the
watches of Superintendent J. M. Sulli-
van and his associates.
DEATH PENALTY FOR
NEGRO MURDERER
ROBERT HARRIS, WHO KILLED
TWO ROCKY FORD OFFICERS,
CONVICTED
La Junta, Colo., Aug. 11. Guilty of
murder in the first degree, with the
penalty death by hanging, was the
Jury's verdict returned today in the
case of Robert Harris, colored, charg
ed with the killing on July 4, last, of
Chief of Police J. B. Craig and Night
Marshal Jacob Kipper of Rocky Ford.
Harris collapsed upon hearing the
verdict, which has appeased public
prejudice and eliminated the possibil-
ity of mob vengeance.
'
.
Immediately the case against Jos.
Harris, the aged father of the convict-
ed man, in which he is ihargd, with
being an accessory, was called for
trial.
INJURED MAN LAY .HELPLESS
Laramie, Wyo., Aug. 11. Henry
Corhberg of Medicine Bow, Carbon
county, was kicked by a horse on
Wednesday, having his thigh bone
broken. He was found today, forty- -
eight hours after the accident hav
ing been unable to tnove and summon
aid. He was suffering severely from
the accident and ' exposure and has
been placed in a hospital.
STANDARD OIL PAY8 COSTS
Washington, Aug. 11. A check for
142,395 was received today by the
department of justice, from the
Standard OU company, in payment of
the , costs n the dissolution suit
brought by the government under the
Sherman anti-tru- law.
A COM!MISSION
OF PUBLICITY
REPRESENTATIVES LITTLETON
ACTING ON PLAN, TO ASK
INVESTIGATION
TKLLS TRUST INQUISITORS
FINANCIER SAYS FULL KNOW
LEDGE OF DEALINGS WOULD
ERADICATE EVILS
LIMELIGHT AS A "CURE-AL- L
SUCH A FEDERAL BUREAU WOULD
ERADICATE CORPORATION
EVILS, HE BELIEVES
Washington, Aug. 11. George W.
Perkins, the New York financier, sug-
gested to the house steel corporation
committee of inquiry today that a gov
ernment commission, which would In-
sure focussing the light of publicity on
the business affairs of great corpora-
tions, would do much to eradicate the
present day trust evils and preserve
their virtues.
Following Mr. Perkins' suggestion,
Representative Littleton of New York,
announced that a resolution soon
would be introduced in congress pro-
viding for a thorough investigation of
the industrial situation of the country.
Representative Bartlett asked why.l
during the 1907 panic, the steel cor
poration officials deemed it necessary
submit the question of the Ten
nessee absorotion to the president of
the United States.
It was simply a matter of ordinary
gcod sense," said Mr. Perkins.
Air. lei tins bad made his sugges
tion as to publicity la response to a
question by Mr. Bartlett. "I believe
the mere question of limelight an im
portant thing," said Mr. Perkins. "The
limelight, I firmly think, would era-
dicate many of our troubles. If we
had a law providing that a corpora-
tion - engaging in Interstate business,
could register Itself with a bureau here1
n Washington, submitting Its opera
tions, its prices, its balance sheets, Us
methods, Its treatment of labor, eta.,
and that if these reports were made
public thus gaining the confidence of
the pubiic in the securities of that
corporation, the confidence of the
competitor that he was being fairly
treated and the confidence of the
consumer that he was being fairly
dealt with, I think very soon all
corporations would register them-
selves."
Such a bureau or commission
should conduct its affairs in the lime
light," commented Representative
Young, "and not as some bureaus of
this government are conducted, be-
hind closed doors."
Members of the committee and Mr.
Perkins applauded this suggestion, the
utterance having been directed toward
the bureau of corporations which has
withheld information about the steel
trust from the committee.
The charges contained In the-Town--
send report to the attorney general
about an alliance between the steel
corporation and the Internatomal
Harvester company were denounced
as false by Mr. Perkins, who was giv-
en permission to file an answer pre-
pared by Edgar A. Bancroft, counsel
for the harvester company. After
four days pi testimony, Mr. Perkins
was excused late this afternoon. Oak-
ley Thorne, president of the Trust
Company fit America, then took the
stand.
PRISONER SHOOTS THREE
Beaton, 111., Aug. 11. Attempting
to escape after being remanded to
Jail for examination, Martin Shadow
ens shot Justice of the Peace James
Mannon, City Marshal John Stakln- -
rider, and a spectator, and cut Deputy
Tom Mackey. Mackey shot and
killed Sbadoweas, whose brother
Charles fell from a second etory win-
dow during the melee, and was prob-
ably fatally hurt The shooting oc-
curred at Christopher, a small town
Hear here, last midnight The Shaw-dowe-
had been arrested for shoot- -
ins in the streets after a man named
Benges had been injured by a bullet
It is thought that Stakinrlder will die.
DIES; MOTHER
ARRESTED
,
MYSTERY SURROUNDING FIND
ING OF CHILD ON DOORSTEP
SOLVED
WARRANT OUT FOR FATHER
makia MUUEROA ALLEGES TO- -
MAS FLORES WAS FATHER
OF INFANT
MURDER PROBABLE CHARGE
DEPUTY SHERIFF ENRIQUE SENA
GOES IN SEARCH OF MISS-
ING YOUNG MAN
Late yesterday evening death end'
ed the, brief existence of the baby girl
found Wednesday night on the doorstep
of Geraldo Flores' home on the West
side. Maria Figueroa, a young wo-
man 25 years of age, has confessed to
Sheriff Secundino Romero that she
is the mother of the child. She told
the sheriff also that Tomas Flores, son
of the man at whose house the baby
was discovered, is the father of the
Infant. The girl was placed under ar
rest today. She and .young Flores
probably will be arraigned in a Justice
court on a charge of murder. A war
rant was issued for the young man to
day but he could not be found in Las
Vegas. He is thought to have gone
to a rancn southwest of the city. Dep
uty Sheriff Enrique Sena left at noon
for the ranch and young Flores prob-
ably will be lodged in the county jail
before nightfall.
A young man named Abenicio Gal-lego- s
was arrested this morning,
charged with complicity In the aban-
doning of the baby. He confessed to
deputy sheriffs that he went with the
Figueroa girl on Wednesday night to
the home of Geraldo Flores, where
they left the child.
Maria Figueroa told 'Sheriff Romero
this morning that young Flores prom-
ised to marry her. Upon the birth of
her child, which occurred fifteen days
ago, he refused to carry out his agree-
ment. She says that she was unable
to support the child and told young
Flores he would have to assist her.
It was then, according to the girl's
story, that Florea suggested she wrap
the baby up in a shawl, place it In a
basket or a box and leave It on his
father's doorstep. This plan, the girl
says, Flores Insisted was the best
way out of a bothersome situation.
The girl says she carried out young
Flores directions.
A pathetic feature of the affair and
one that demonstrates the instinct of
motherly love is as strong In many
Instances for illegitimate children as
those born In wedlock, is the fact that
the Figueroa girl chirstened her child
Boon after birth, fearing it might die
before such a ceremony could be per
formed by a priest. She named the
little one Maria Flores.
The cause of the death of the child
was probably the exposure It received
while lyng outside the Flores home
Wednesday night, and the lack of
proper food. The Figueroa girl is pret-
ty. She says she came here about
three years ago from her native home,
Estado Michoacan, Los Reyes, Mex.
She says her mother has been living
with her, the two occupying rooms in
the brick building at the corner of
Twelfth and National.
Considerable of the credit for the
unraveling of the mystery of the aban
doned child Is due to Amador Ullbar-rl- ,
marshal of the Town of Las Vegas.
Mr. Ulibarri secured some clews which
led to the arrest of the mother and
otherwise assisted Sheriff Romero
A criminal charge was preferred
against the Figueroa girl and Tomas
Flores this morning in the court of
Justice Pablo Vigil. Geraldo Flores
it la understood, have brought charges
against the girl in the court of Justice
Felipe Baca y, Garcia. This charge is
said to be abandonment The case
has caused considerable, talk among
the residents of the West side.
.
V A coroner's inauest held today in
the court of Justice Felipe Baca
Garcia resulted In the returning of a
verdict by the Jury to the effect that
' the death of the 'baby was due to the
neglect and abandonment of the child
TOGETHER ON
WOO L DILL
A FLAT RATE OF 29 PER CENT ON
THE RAW PRODUCT AGREED
UPON
CLASSIFICATION IS SETTLED
HOUSE MEASURE PROVIDES FOR
BUT ONE CLASS FOR ALL
KINDS
HtAKINli IS UrtN TO PUBLIC
FOR FIRST TIME IN HISTORY
PRESS WAS ADMITTED TO
DELIBERATIONS
Washington, Aug. 11. The full
house and senate conference commit-
tee on the wool tariff revision bill
today agreed on a flat rate of 29 per
cent on raw wool. The committee
also agreed on the house classifica
tion of wool. The agreement on these
two points seemed . to remove the
Inst obstacles in- - the way of
final agreement, which it was said
might hs reached.
So6n after the conferees met it was
learned definitely that Representative
Underwood and Senator La Follette,
the on conference, had
been only 2 cents apart on raw
wool. Mr. Underwood held out for a
duty of 27 per cent ad valorem,
while La Follette insisted on 30 per
cent. The full committee split the
difference and compromised on 29
per cent.
The free list bill, it was said, could
agreed on Li short order, but there
seemed to be a disposition in the
conference to hold It back uotil an
agreement was forced on the wool
measure. The La Follette bill calls
for two classes of wool wool and
hair on the skin being in a second
class whereas the house provision,
accepted by the conference provides
for but one class for all wools. Under
the compromise the second class
wools, fixed in the senate bill at 10
per cent, is thus increased to 29 per
cent.- - These are coarse or carpet
wools. The senate rate on first class
wools was 35 per cent and the house
20 per cent. In the beginning of the
conference, Mr. La Follette urged 30
per cent on ordinary raw wool.
Mr. Underwood would not consent
to a higher "duty than 27 per cent.
Mr. Underwood said he would accept
29 per cent as a compromise if the
house classification should prevail.
Mr. La Follette agreed to this.
For the first time in history the
conference was, on motion of Senator
Bailey, opened to the press. Continu-
ing Its work, the conference fixed the
rate on wool wastes, noils and shod
dies, at 29 per cent to correspond
with the rate on regular wastes. This
was an advance over the house rate
which was 20 per cent. It was also
a practical increase over the senate
rates, which ranged from 25 to 30
per cent President Taft has Indicat-
ed he will veto any bill growing out
of the conference.
No doubt is expressed in either
house of congress regarding the ac-
ceptance of the conference report on
the wool bill. The eleven Insurgent
republican senators who voted for
the La Follette., bill originally and
heretofore bave held out for not less
than 30 p r cent, will, accept. 29 ; in
view of the increase made on waste
and carpet woo-- Most senators and
members are counting confidently on
a final aajournmeai 01 me session
late next week. The conferees this
afternoon fixed the duty on combed
wool tops at 60 and 30 per cent on
yarns.
LA FOLLETTE REFUSED
Washington, Aug. il. Senator La
FoUette today asked the senate for
unanimous consent for a vote on the
cotton tariff revision bill on the leg-
islative day of August 16. Senator
Overman of North Carolina blocked
such action by objecting. Mr. La
Follette announced be would repeat
bis motion tomorrow, saying he was
willing to stay here as long as nec-
essary to consider In addition to cot
ton, a steel and chemical revision.
FORMER PRESIDENT BELIEVED
ONLY MAN WHO CAN RE-
STORE ORDER IN REPUBLIC
DOES NOT HEED REQUESTS
DEPOSED CHIEF EXECUTIVE IN
SWITZERLAND, SEEKING VILLA
FOR SEASON
PREPARING A HUGE PETITION
MEXICAN SOCIETY OF NEW YORK
URGES HIM TO INTERVENE
AND END STRIFE
Lucerne, Switzerland, Aug. 11..
General Porfirio Diaz, former presi
dent of Mexico, who is stopping here,
has received many cablegrams from
opponents of Francisco L Madero.
urging him to neturn to Mexico and
restore order. One message from
the Mexican Society of New York in-
forms the deposed executive that the
society is getting up a huge petition
begging him to intervene in the
Mexican disorders. The society haa
Diaz as president. General
Diaz does not heed these communi
cations and is looking for a villa with
the object of remaining here until the
snd of the season. His health is ex
cellent and he takes dally short
Into the surrounding coun-
try.
Antl
Mexico City. Aug. 11. Following
the abandonment last night of Fran
cisco I. Madero's standard by the
in reply to his
virtual repudiation recently of that
organiaztlon, a call waa sent out to.
day to all tra clubs
for a convention on August 15 to
nominate a new national ticket, of
which Francisco Vaaquez Gomez,
minister of foreign affairs, is slated to
be the head. The delegates at last
night's meeting claim to represent
298 out of a total of 857 delegates.
The opposition was precipitated by
Madero's efforts to fuse the political
clubs into a nationalist party to be
knowa as the constitutional progres-
sive party. The
demand that Madero make a cam-
paign as their candidate in conform-
ity with his domination by them in
the convention of April 'last year and
abandon the idea of a nomination byj
the new party convention which haa
been called for August 27.
WOMAN ESCAPES ROCK PILE
Iola, Kan., Aug. 11. Upsetting the
decree of Judge B. D. Smeltzer of
the Iola municipal court, that Mrs.
Ella Reese should work out a fine im-
posed upon her last Monday on the
rock pile like a man, Mayor Bollin
ger pardoned the woman at noon. He
ordered her released this afternoon,
thus ending a controversy of four
days between the Judge, the street
commissioner, the police and the
public of Iola, and some of the pub
lic outside as to whether it was in-
delicate to compel a woman to don
bloomers and break rock. The par-
don was the result of a sudden dis-
covery by. the mayor that he had the
power, to issue It : - . ' , .
REYES' SON-IN-LA- W
KILLEDJN QUARREL
FERNIN E. SADA' SHOT AT TOR- -'
REON BY LUIS C, REYES, REL-
ATIVE OF GENERAL
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 11. A special
from Monterey, Mex., eays: Fermin
B. Sada, son-in-la- of General Bern
ardo Reyes, was killed here yesterday
by Luis C. Eeyes, also related
Reyes. The killing occurred
in the offices of the Torreon Smelter,
where Sada was cashier and Reyea
bookkeeper. Differences over offlco
matters caused the quarrel.
1a
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tural College. The greatest amounthours, whether he wins a prize or
in any 24 hours was 5:80 inches atOF JULYnot, and $10,000 will he distributed MONTH Torrance 02 the 9th; Artesia, had 5.50among the aviators who remained In
the air the longest time during the
official hours of the meet In addi-
tion to the prizes provided by the or WETTEST SINCE
lucbs In a few hours on the 24th, and
Carlsbad 3.75 inches. There was an
average of 12 days with 0.0 i Inch or
more precipitation. The. district aver
CHICAGO SCENE
OF BIG AVIATION
.
TOURNAMENT
ganizers of the meet many cups and
prizes for soeclal features have beea
offereLby leodlng hotels and business
ages were as follows: No. 7, 4.16
Inches; No. 8, 4.S2 inches; No. 9, 4.395I
inches. Charles E. Linney, Sectionhouses. The profits of the meet are
to go to charity. SlWm No. 22 N
1
Director, United States Weather Bu-
reau (IT WAS ALSO THE COOLEST, 8MORE THAN FORTY DARING BIRDMEN WILL PARTICIPATE IN
NUMEROUS CONTESTS
WITH EXCEPTION OF SAME
PERIOD IN 1906
RETURN TO GOTHAM SATURDAY EVENING, 7:30 TO 9:30Philadelphia, Aug. 11. Admiral
Togo concluded his PhiladelphiaSanta Fe, N. M., Aug. 11 The visit today with an automobile ride
to various points of Interest about the
Chicago, Aug. 11. More thaa two-sco- re
of the most daring bird-me- n of
two continents are assembled in Chi
TO DISCUSS ALCOHOLISM
The Hague, Aug. 11. At the Inter-
national Congress on Alcoholism to
be held here next month the United
States will be represented by at
least ten delegates, among whom will
be Mrs. L. M. H. Stevens, head of the
Woman" Christian Temperance
Union, and Rev. P. F. O'Callaghan,
head of the Catholic Total Abstinence
union. The sessions of the congress
will continue five days, during which
month of July, 1911, was the wettest
thus far recorded since 1895, when
sufficient stations were established In
city, followed toy a luncheon at
which he was the guest of a commit
tee of prominent citizens. At 4New Mexico to afford a reasonable
average. It was also the coolest, with
cago and everything is in readiness for
the greatest aviation meet in the his-
tory of aerial navigation which will
begin here tomorrow at Grant Park.
o'clock this afternoon the eminent
the one exception of July, 1906, with
Our After Supper Sales are becoming more popular each week. Each week more people
learn of the exceptional values to be had at these sales.
Consequently our sales increase in size and popularity with each succeeding week.
Our items for sale No. 21 proved a sensation. Most of our visitors were astonished at the
unusual values. And a fjreat many new faces were seen among the After Supper crowd. We
were glad to see them and hope we'll do so again.
This week, for After Supper Sale No. 22, we are offering some very attractive values.
Items that will interest each of you. Don't fail to attend this sale Saturday evening 7:30 to 9:30.
Japanese naval commander and his
party, traveling in a special car, dean average of 7.02 degrees. The
rainfall of the month was fairly well parted for New York.time eminent delegates representing distributed over the territory, althoughthe leading nations of the world will
discuss the educational, social, scien
The big hotels la the vicinity of the
aviation field on the lake front are
rapidly filling up with visitors and
it is expected that by tomorrow the
transient population of Chicago will
show an increase of fully fifty thous
It came in local showers. The driest
districts were those along the easterntific and remedial phases of the alco WALTER WILLIAMSborder from central Union county
southward to southern Chavez, alsohol question
and, attracted to this city by the
small areas In northwest Otero, southmeet For Cash Only No Telephone Orders AcceptedThe organizers of the meet, among TRINIDAD GIRL BEGINS TRIP
OVER TRAIL
central Dona Ana, western Socorro
and Grant, and from the middle Rio
Grande valley southward. Small areas
within these districts had less than
whom are some of the wealthiest and
most progressive merchants of this
city, have spared neither money nor two Inches of rainfall, while all of
these districts had less than four ia
DRAGGED TD
DEATH
trouble to insure the success of the
event and have made it sufficiently
attractive from a financial point of ches." On the other hand, large areas VETERAN MISSOURI JOURNALIST
exceeded six Inches and a number of
35c Embroidery 17c
One lot of good new Embroidery in desirable
designs, 18 inches wide, suitable for
flounces, corset covers and children's
wear, worth 35c per yard, for our After
Supper Sale .....
Children's $2,00 Dresses 85c
A nice variety of Children's Wash. Dresses,
either light or dark patterns, some with
low neck and short sleeves, others with
high neck and long sleeve, all good de-
sirable styles, sizes from 6 to 14 years,
worth $1.50 to $2.00 each, special 85c
small areas exceeded eight, giving an TO STOP IN LAS VEGAS SUN-
DAY, AUGUST 20
view to attract aviators ol renown
from seven great nations. France will
be reresented by Roland GarroB,
Rene Simon and Rene Barrier, noted
average for the territory of 4.55 In
ches. This is 0.16 inch greater than
the average for July, 1895, the pre
PITCHED FROM HORSE, HER FOOT
CAUGHT IN STIRRUP, AND
ANIMAL RAN AWAY
throughout Europe for their daring Lexlngton, Mo., July
11. Walter
Williams, dean of the newspaper 17cvious wettest month. July, 1889, Sep
tember, 1904, and August, 1907, all ex school of the University of Missouri,
historian, writer, and tracer of the old
Santa Fe trail, left here today on one
ceeded 4.00 inches average precipita
feats; the English contestants will
include "Tom" Sopwith, knowa as
"His Majesty's Own Airman." Other
noted foreign aviators who will fly
during the nine days of the meet are
tlon for the territory.
of the most Important trips ever madeThere was a slight deficiency in
J. A. D. McCurdy, the Canadian avl southwestern Union county, south-
west Mora, south-centr- Dona Ana
in the west. It is hoped that every
Trailman will interest himself In this
trip and study its details.
50c Ribbons 17c
A lot of new Satin,' Taffeta and Fancy Rib-
bons, just received, worth 25c to 50c per
yard, all colors, 5 to 7 inches wide, for
our After Supper Sale, only . . 17c
Children's $2.50 Wash Suits $1.10
An excellent variety of Children's Wash Suits,
in all desirable colors, made in the best
styles, sizes 2J to 7 years, worth $2.00,
$2.25 and $2.50 special, each $1.10
ator veteran; Abraham Ragordsky, a
Russian, who has been flying under central San Miguel and central and
eastern Chavez, elsewhere a generalthe ausvices of the Russian Aerial The trip of Mr. Williams over theOld and New Trails is a notable one,excess in precipitation occurred, exclub; Jthn J. Frisble of Ireland; Ed
Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 11. Dragged
a distance of more than half a mile
from the stirrup of a frightened horse,
Miss Veletta Brackett, the sixteen-year-ol- d
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Brackett of this city, met a hor-
rible death Wednesday afternoon on
the ranch of her uncle, Wade Brack-
ett, sixteen miles southeast of Ratoa
The accident was witnessed some dis-
tance away by Julius and June Brack-
ett brother and cousin of the unfor-
tunate girl, and by her cousin Wade
Brackett, Jr., and before the boys could
stop the horse In its mad flight, Miss
and marks the success of the plan ofmond Audemars, the famous Swiss ceeding five inches in northeastern
Rio Arriba, extreme northwest San the Trailbullders to divert the attenaviator, and a number of others.
Miguel and central Luna. The streams tion of publicists, tourists, travelers
of all kinds, and writers, to the secof the territory carried a large flow
The list of American aviators who
will take part In the contests includes
Captain Thomas Baldwin, dean of ot water throughout the month, and
local flood damage occurred at freAmerican aeronauts; Charles K. Ham' Mexico's fix JrLJfquent intervals. The San Juan, theilton, who made the first flight from
Rio Grande and the lower Pecos were
Rosenwald
Block
Plaza
New York to Philadelphia; Eugene
especially high, and had unusual flood
Brackett was dead. The news of the
accident received in Trinidad last
night came as a shock to the many
Leading IiI W(Cj C?conditions at times. Many severe
thunderstorms occurred, and severalfriends of the young lady, and imme-
diately upon being advised Mr. and deaths by lightning. ESTABLSHEDThe coolness of the month was genMrs. Prackett, the parents of the
eral, and in marked contrast to theyoung woman, hastened to Raton In
excessive heat of the central valleysan auto. Mrs. Brackett, who has been
and the eastern states.
tion traversed by the Trail, as well as
to the Trail itself as a modern high-
way. '
Mr. Williams has arranged with
some twenty newspapers. Including big
ones, outside the state of Kansas ,to
take his stories of his trip. He also
has commissions from a number of
magazines. He will write from the
standpoint of a historian with refer-
ence to the Old fra'jnd Its tradition;
as a good roadster1 with reference to
the New Trail, a modern highway; as
an alert observer from the standpoint
of development and progress made by
the towns and counties through which
the Trail passes; and as a general
writer and newspaperman.
At the urgent solicitation of the
president and secretary of the Trail,
Mr. Williams has changed his plans
so as to make only about 100 miles a
day Instead of 125 as originally con-
templated. This will give greater time
ill ot late, is in a precarious condl
tion over the death of her daughter. There was a general deficiency in
temperature throughout the territoryMiss Brack,ett and her brother and
exceedingly 4 degrees a day in censister were spending a vacation on Machinery Headquarters.tral Santa Fe county, northeastern RioArriba, southwestern Mora, western
Valencia and southwestern Grant.
Ely, who flew from the land to the
deck of a battleship and back again;
Hugh A. Robinson, who was the first
man to loop the loop on a motor-
cycle; Harry N. Atwood, who recent-
ly won renown by Ma flight from
Boston to New York, and from New
York to Washington and his daring
"stunts" in the cities mentioned;
Lincoln Beaehey, who made the first
flight over Niagara Falls; F. E.
Post, the Milwaukee aviator, who for-
merly held the amateur altitude rec-
ord; St. Croix Johnstone, the Chicago
aviator with a long record of daring
and successful flights; Charles F.
Willard, James V. Martin, Charles F.
Walsh, Arthur Stone, Jimmy Ward,
Ladislaus Lewkovicz, Lieutenant An-
dre Roul and Howard Le Van, the
youngest aviator in the United States,
who is only 17 years of age.
The United States government has
taken off icial cognizance of this meet
and the war department has detailed
Major Samuel Reber of the signal
corps and a number of officers of
the army to attend the meet and
make observations. The commanders
their uncle's canch. The girl was used
to the saddle and went out with oth-
ers on the roundup. Riding alone the
horse she was riding stumbled when
its foot struck a prairie dog hole. Miss
Brackett was thrown from the saddle
but one foot caught in the stirrup and
the frightened animal, rearing up.
Marked differences occurred between
the plains and valley country and the
mountain districts; thus at Alamogor-d-o
the average temperature for the
month was 77 degrees, while at Cloud-crof- t
It was only 60 degrees; at Al-
buquerque the average was 74 degrees
started its wild run toward the ranch
house, dragging the young woman in different towns. He has also con
sented to follow the New Trail all the
screaming over rocks and brush. From
Grain Binders,
flowing Machines,
Hay Rakes,
Bean Threshers,
Grain Threshers,
Bean Harvesters,
Deere Plows,
Farm Wagons,
Spring Wagons,
Buggies,
Binder Twine,
E-M-
-F Autos.
way from Kansas City to La Junta inno great distance away Julius and
Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of ma-
terials is my
motto. Esti-
mates cheerful'
ly given.
H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.
Wade, Jr., spurred their mounts and
and the Ellis ranch, in the Sandlas,
only 61; at Santa Rosa It was 76 de-
grees and at Wlnsors69 degrees; at
Taos it was 67 degrees and at Red
Red Rivr canyon 56 degrees.
The cloudiness of the month was
stead of going by way of Kansas City;
Lawrence, Topeka, and thence strik-
ing the Trail at Emporia.
dashed madly to stop the terrified
horse, but too late. The unfortunate At the conclusion of the Trailend,girl was dead.
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Mr. Wilunusual, especially in the western and
the northern counties. Santa Fe only
recorded 48 per cent of the possible
Miss Brackett was one of the most
popular young women in Trinidad and
attended the local high school. Her
parents are well known and highly re
liams will leisurely retrace his steps,
stopping again at different points
along the way; and going north from
of two guQboats in Chicago harbor, the
Nashville and the Dubuque, have re sunshine, while Roswell had 67 per
cent. Considering the territory, as aceived orders to hold themselves in spected. The funeral took place from
the uncle's home near Raton today.
Chescrles Ilfcld Company,Las Vegas. New Mexico.
Trinidad to Canon City, the end of
the New Trail, with beautiful Skyline
Drive and Top of the Gorge; and
thence come down the Trail to Pueblo,
whole, there were 8 clear days, 15
partly cloudy and 8 cloudy days. The
relative humidity of the month was
high (for New Mexico), and the numHANDS WOULD where Vice-Preside- Hlggins hasdone such notable work; and on down
readiness for any emergency during
the meet, eventually act as escorts
for daring aviators, attempting a
flight across Lake Michigan.
The aviation field in Grant Park is
one of the best equipped ever seen at
any meet of this kind. The grand
stand seats 70,000 persons, and judg--
ing from the advance sale of seats
ber of days with 0.01 inches or more
precipitation was one-hal- f greater than
the normal, and the highest average
the Trail and Arkansas valley to La
Junta and thence east again.LIKE FIREBURN graphs, properly labeled, touchingtowns, unique things, points of interest
development, etc. Commit
Mr. Williams will follow, unless K3C-- " '1 Inumber thus far recorded with thepossible exception of two. The winds
of the month were light and the pre
there shall be some necessary change
later, the following itinerary: Get Wise on Gloves
vailing direction from the southwest,
there will be few vacant seats dur-
ing the week. Elaborate preparations
have been made to provide medical
Friday, August 11, Columbia, Mis- -
rousi, to Lexington, 115 miles.tuiuuugn neany as many stations re-
ported west wind, and a considerable
Could Lay Pin in Cracks. Four Long
Years of Eczema. Only Relief in
Scratching. Used One Set
of Cuticura Remedies.
Hands Entirely Well.
assistance in case of accident or sick Saturday, August 12, Lexington to
Yon know it's expensive to buy cheap gloves.
They soak through with steam, water and oil arden
after wetting don't protect your hands.
"Asbmtol" Gloves are the most economical
5loves. They wear longest and feel best. K wea-rs th 'a Celebrated Horsebide used in them is steam.
Cinder and beat proof.
number south and southeast. ' Ottawa, Kansas, 103 imles.
Temperature Sunday, August 13, Ottawa to Em
Ml
i
The mean temperature of the poria; 70 miles. 0"Asbostel" Glovemonth, determined from the recordls Monday, August 14, Emporia to Hut
of 7,0 stations, having a mean altitude chinson; 106 miles. ' For Railroad Men
Tuesday, August 15, Hutchinson toof about 5,000 feet, was 70.3 degrees,
or 2.3 degrees below the normal and
arc perfect becase they never stiffen from writing orhrivel from hut. With UVtm with soap and water. The Jk
dry soft and pliable. sStwedwtthlfnen thread lnrktHtrh.il .3 'Lamed; 90 miles.
-- 7 sibimi ine pirain.' Tliey areWednesday, August 16, Larned to
teemen, newspapers, commercial bo-
dies, etc., should see to it that these
are ready.
Pilot cars will conduct Mr. Williams
during his day's journey. For instance,
Committeeman P. J. Miller will take
him from Kansas City to Ottawa.
Vice-Preside- Wilhite will conduct
him from Ottawa to Emporia. Newton
or Florence will see to it that he gets
from Emporia to Hutchison. From
Hutchinson to Larned, Official Pilot H.
H. Taylor and Secretary C. H. Scott
expect to take him. At Larned, Presi-
dent R. H. Faxon and Earl Vincent
will meet him; and they probably will
also take him from Garden City to
Holly. From Holly to L aJunta, Com-
mitteeman S. G. Porter will be the
'pilot
Mr. Williams will travel In a car
owned and driven by S. A. Dhrock, a
Columbia, Missouri, merchant. Mrs.
Williams and their son will
u' tun BHr aiovca outCast mo more.
3.9 degrees below July, 1910. The
highest local monthly mean was 79.2
degrees at Carlsbad, and the lowest
Garden City, 125 miles. IsRFsTfiL a..! r"u: ?ltr. rtmia
Have them tell tin his name WeThursday, August 17, Garden City
56.2 degrees at Red River canyon EISENDRATH'S
CELEBRATED Elstndralh Glovt Co.
to Holly, Colorado; 78 miles.
Friday, August 18, Holly to La 'Jun
ta; 75 miles.
The highest temperature recorded was
102 degrees at Plalnview on the 30th, HIDE CHICAGOHORSE
and the lowest at Red River canyon Saturday, August 19, La Junta to
ness and a corps of physicians and
surgeons, with a large number of as-
sistants and nurses will be on duty
in and around the aviation field dur-
ing the entire duration of the meet
The events will begin each day at
3:30 In the afternoon and will con-
tinue until 7 o'clock. The program
has been so arranged that there will
be no waits between events and
there will be something to be seen
all the time. The program for the
week includes forty-eig- separate
events, including four cross-countr- y
and cross-wate- r flights, In which
$12,000 is offered in prizes. There will
be twelve speed events with a total
of $14,000 in prizes, with separate
prizes for monoplanes and biplanes in
all but two of the events. In the
passenger-carryin- g contests prizes
amounting to $15,000 will be competed
for, not counting a number of spec-ia- l
prizes for various special feats.
There will be five altitude prizes ag-
gregating $10,000 and big special priz-
es in the "quick climbing" contest,
accuracy, starting and landing con-
tests, etc A minimum of $2 a minute
on ,the same day. The greatest local Raton, New Mexico.; 104 miles.
monthly range was 55 degrees at San Sunday, August 20, Raton to Las
Vegas; 111 miles. FOR SALE BYRafael, and the least 23 degrees. at
"I can truthfully say Cuticura Reme-
dies have cured me of four long years
of eczema. About four years ago I
noticed some little pimples coming on
my little finger, and not giving it any
attention, it soon became worse and
spread all over my hands. If I would
have them in water for a long time,
they would burn like fire and large
cracks would come. I could lay a pin
in them. After using all the salves I
could think of, I went to three different
doctors, but all did me no good. The
only relief I got was scratching.
" So after hearing so much about the
wonderful Cuticura Remedies, I pur-
chased one complete set, and after using
them three days my hands were muchbetter. To-da- y my hands are entirely
t:c:'i, cno set being all I used." (Signed)
Miss Etta Narber, R. F. D. 2, Spring
Lake, Mich., Sept. 26, 1910.
No stronger evidence than this could
be given of the success and economy of
the Cuticura Remedies in the treatment
of torturing, disfiguring humors of the
skin. A single hot bath with Cuticura
Soap and a gentle anointing with Cuti-
cura Ointment are often sufficient to
afford immediate relief in the most dis-
tressing cases and permit rest and sleep
when all else fails. Cuticura Soap anaOintment are equally effective in pre-
serving, purifying and beautifying the
Bkin, scalp, hair and hands.
Although Cuticura Soap (25a) andCuticura Ointment (50c.) are sold
throughout the world, a liberal sample
of each, with 3?-- p. book on the skin and
scalp, will be mailod free on application
to Potter Drug A Chem. Corp., Dept.
23, Boston, Mass.
Truchas, while the greatest local daily Monday, August 21. Las Vegas to
range was 47 at Aragon on the 31st, Santa Fe; 103 miles.
The district averages were as follows:
No. 7 (Canadian and northeast) 70.8;
No. 8 (Pecos and Rio Grande) 69.9;
No. 9 (western) 70.9 degrees.
Precipitation
'WHOLESALERS OF
Clothing Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Hafs,Caps & Gloves
IAS VEGAS, HEW MEXICO.
On this trip, Mr. Williams wants to
collect data relative to the Old Trail
as well as observe the New Trail.
To this end, he wants to talk with old-time-
so far as his time shall permit.
He also will be able, he says, to share
a seat to the next stop, or where the
pilot car will leave him, with some
good, Intelligent, well-verse- d person
who can give him liberal data for his
notes.
Mr. Williams also desires photo- -
accompany him; and also Miss Cannie
R. Quinn, Mr. Williams' secretary.
Newspapermen, and com
mercial and motor bodies everywhere
are requested to do everything possible
to make the trip agreeable and pro-
fitable.
For the Trail, and this part of the
country hasn't ever seen quite such an
important event as this trip of Walter
Williams.
The average precipitation for the
territory, determined from the records
of 139 stations, was 4.55 inches, or
1.94 above the normal and 2.93 greater
than July, 1910. The greatest month-
ly amount was 11.54 ilnches at Torwill be allowed each aviator for the
time he is in the air during flying rance, and the least 1.36 at Agrlcul-- CLASSIFIED ADS. HIT THE BULLSEYE
' "
"LAS VEGAS DAIlYoPtTc, FRIDAY, AUGUST 11,911'
"
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MANY WOMEN STUDY VIOLIN
EIGGEST CITIES OF WORLD THE AGONY OF A BABY UNDER
A SKIN AFFLICTION
Have
Your
Wedding
Announcement Cards
London Stl 11 Far In Lead, but New
York Is Growing Faster Than
Any Other.
London, the largest city in the
world, has a population, aa now off-
icially announced, of 7,252,963, as
against 6.581,402 in 1901 an increase
in ten years of 671,561, or only 10.2
per cent The population of New York
is 4,766,883. and with a gain in the
ten years of 38.7 per cent, is growingfaster than any other great city In
the world. At the rate at which the
two largest cities are growing it will
take a long time for New York to
catch up with London; but it would be
a great misfortune if it ever did catch
up there is too much congestion inNew York already. The' third city in
size is Paris, whose population Is prob-
ably 3.000.000. The fourth city Is per-hap- s
Berlin, which had a little over
2.000,000 five years ago. Tokyo and
Chicago fall a little under the 2,600,.
000 mark, and St. Petersburg, Vienna,
Canton, Peking, Moscow and Philadel-
phia are below 2,000,000. Rochaster
Post-Expres-
Lol the Canteloupe.
' Basking in its bed of gauzy tissue,
or lolling Indolently In pyramids of its
own kith and kin, the lying, deceitful
canteloupe is again In our midst Se-
ductively it flaunts Its crinkled sur-
face, mottled In green, olive and yel-
low, and hidden wealth of flavor and
fragrance, to lure mankind to evnlnro
its vaunted hidden wealth of flavor
ana fragrance.
"Trust her not She Is fooling thee."No such extravagance of deceit nnA
untruth was ever encompassed In so
small a space. It is a lure of line md
unfulfilled promises, driving mankind
to wrath and dire expletive. Man goesforth to buy Joyously and In hopeful
expectation of gustatory delight, onlyto consume In despair and sorrow. The
canteloupe Is ever an unfaithful prom-
ise.
And yet. if perchance, as the dnnVv
diamond digger, once In a generation
or a lifetime, unearths from th Mn
clay a Kohinoor or a Cullinan, one
greatly favored by fortune, a child of
destiny, luckily plucks from the sordid
piles of promise a melon in which the
elements have mingled and blended
sweetness and fragrance and nerfoo.
tion, he forgives and forgets, and be-
comes again a slave to the lure of tie
canteloupe.
' 8uccessward.
Miss Annie S. Peck, the famous
mountaineer, was talking at a garden
party in Boston about her contem-
plated climb In the Andes.
"To what," said a girlhood friend
from Providence, "do you attribute,
Miss Peck, your success as a moun-
taineer?"
"Simply to perseverance, to assid
uity," the other answered. "That is
the secret of all success. A great de-
partment store keeper put tbe Idea,
though, more neatly than I have dona.At a birthday dinner be said: I at
tribute my sitecess to the fact that If
customer doesn't e what she
wants .I've always mnd- - her want
what she sees.' "
Jumping to a Wrong Conclusion.
Jimmy, like all healthy boys, was
fond of playing outdoors, and like boys
in general he usually got himself scan-
dalously dirty. He was about to sit
down to dinner one day, when his
mother happened to notice the soiled
condition of his hands and sent him
out to the kitchen to wash them.
"You incorrigible boy!" she ex
claimed, as soon as she saw the ba-
sin of water In which he had per-
formed the required ablutions. "How
In the world do you manage to get
your hands so dirty?"
"That didn't all come from my
hands!" indignantly answered Jimmy.
"I washed my face in that water, tool"
Youth's Companion.
"Mr. Cleaver, how do you account
for the fact that I found a piece of
rubber tire in one of the sausages I
bought here last week?"
"My dear madam, that only goes to
show that the motor car Is replacing
the horse everywhere." Exchange.
Quickly Recovered.
The first time a man ever proposed
to me," said Mrs. Atkinson, who was
rather plain, "he tools my breath
away."
"Evidently you got It back In time
to say yes before he could escape,"
replied her Jealous neighbor.
Engraved Cards
Is all the more terrible because it can't
tell you how it suffers. But there is
relief at hand not only relief but a
permanent cure from prickly heat,
rashes, hives, eczema and all other
skin affections so prevalent among in-
fants during the summer months. If
you want to see your baby rest easy
once again and a look of relief
spread over its little face, Just apply
this splendid remedy ZEMO. We be-
lieve honestly and sincerely that In
ZEMO you will find the cure you have
been praying for. We can tell you In
all truth that we have made thousands
and thousands of parents happy with
this simple but sure remedy.
And to prove our absolute sincerity,
we have Instructed all druggists sell-lin- g
ZEMO, to refund the purchaser
his money If the very first bottle does
not bring relief. Used persistently
thereafter ZEMO is hound to cure.
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP make the
most economical as well as the clean-
est and most effective treatment for
affections of the skin and scalp
whether on Infant or grown person.
Sold by druggists everywhere and
in Las Vegas by our authorized
asent, O. G. Schaefer.
HER RUBBER WEDDING SHOES
Bride Discovered to Her Dismay 8he
Had on Her Mother's Largest
Galoshes.
"It was not until after the ceremony
had been performed and I was coming
town the aisle on my husband's arm,"
Bald Mrs. June Bride, "that I discover-sd- "
she paused and a tremor passed
over her delicate features.
"That you discovered" prompted
hearer.
"There was not a prettier wedding
In Recherchevllle this spring than
mine," she resumed retrospectively.
"My gown was a dream and I must
admit I looked very well. It rained in
torrents on the morning of my wed-
ding day, and when we were about to
start for church somebody hustled me
into a rain coat and rubbers, so I
might not get damp going from my
door to the carriage. The sun came
out Just as we reached the church, but
I was too nervous and excited to no-
tice. I only knew that somebody help-
ed me out of the carriage, that some-
body else removed my rain coat and
that somebody gave my veil a final
touch and next thing I remember
with clearness I was coming down the
aisle on Jack's arm and then when It
was too late, the miserable discovery
was made.
'"Dearest," whispered Jack, 'what
under the canopy have you got on
your feetT"
"'My feet!' I murmured and, glanc-
ing down, perceived that my snow,
shimmering wedding gown was not
long enough to conceal the dreadfulfact that I wore ma's oldest and
largest pair of rubbers! "
EACH BEGAN WITH NOTHING
Twenty-Fiv- e Directors of a Kansas
City Bank All Started Their Careers
Practically Without Money.
Dr. James T. M. Johnston, president
of the National Reserve Bank of Kan-
sas Olty, at a recent meeting of the
directors of that bank, arose and ask-
ed that each one present who had be-
gun business with a capital of $10,.
000 stand up. There were 25 direct-
ors of the bank in the room, and their
wealth would aggregate about $20,
nnnnnn Jnt a man of the 2S arose.
Dr. Johnston then put another prop-- 1
osltlon. He said:
"Each man of you who had $5,000
with which to begin business stand
up."
The twenty-fiv- e directors looked
around at each other, but not one of
them stood up.
"Each of you who had $1,000 stand
up," persisted Dr. Johnston.
The directors looked at each other
and laughed, but none of them arose.
Dr. Johnston kept putting the propo-
sition, lowering the amount by $100
each time, and when he got down to
$150 one of the directors stood up
and said that was the amount of hla
capital when he began business.
The majority of the others began
without a dollar.
Dr. Johnston himself, estimated to
be worth well on toward a half mil-
lion dollars, began his business career
without even a pair of shoes. Okla-
homa Cltr Times.
CURES
Calling Cards
FEST OF VOLUNTEER GRAIN
Evil May Be Greatly Minimized by
Using Rotation Given Herewith
Corn Is Best Crop.
The extent to which volunteer grain
grows In dry areas is perplexing to
the farmer who has In mind the rota
tion of crops upon his farm. In west
ern areas where winter wheat only is
grown the problem is easy. By the
system followed the farmer summer-fallowe- d
one year and the next year
grows wheat While he Is summer- -
fallowing his land he has the chance
to destroy much grain that would oth
erwise give him trouble. But In many
areas even in the dry country, some
rotation is wanted. How, then, can
the farmer keep down the pest of vol
unteer grajn that if present will de
stroy the purity of his grain and
cause it to mix, in some instances to
a vexatious extent
This evil will be greatly minimized
by the following rotation: Summer
fallow one year, grain; some cultivat
ed crop, grain. This rotation would
only call for the real summer-fallo-
one year in four. Two years would be
devoted to cleaning the land, that Is
the year that it was fallow and the
year that the cultivated crop was
grown. Thus there would be three
crops taken from the ground in four
yers. By thiB system the land ought
to be kept free from volunteer grain
and also from weeds. The summer-fallo- w
Bhould take away everything
that is offensive the year that It was
being done, and the cultivated crop
would do the same, while It was being
grown, that Is to say, if the farmer
did his duty toward It.
The cultivated crop will include
corn, potatoes, beans and field roots
and possibly peas. Peas, however,
may not pay for such cultivation. That
has yet to be proved. Of these crops
corn will be away beyond all compar-
ison the most important, as It will be
grown over wide areas. It Is the easi
est of these crops to grow and is also
the surest except In the case of pota
toes. It is also the most needed, as
its fodder is wanted on every farm
in the dry area.
If alfalfa can be Introduced Into the
rotation in a somewhat regular way
it will still further aid In safeguard-
ing the cleaning of the land. If alfalfa
occupied the ground for a term of
years, say three or four, the volunteer
grain would perish. How long such
grain would live in the ground would
depend chiefly on the amount of mois
ture in the soil, but it 1b about certain
that ordinary grain would not retain
vitality longer In areas where the
moisture is enough to grow annual
crops of grain.
Some gain will probably result from
disking the ground right away after
harvest. Of course should the weath
er continue dry up to harvest but lit-
tle of the grain would sprout But
should any considerable amount of
rain fall before growth would cease
much of the volunteer grain would
sprout and it would then be burled
with the plow.
EXCELLENT DRY FARM CROPS
Alfalfa and Other Deep Rooting Plants
Avail Themselves of Moisture
at Great Depths.
In a bulletin recently Issued by the
experiment station of the Montana Ag
ricultural college on crops for dry
land farms, the following general ob-
servations are given:
Success Is more likely to follow the
careful selection of crops adapted to
dry land conditions than to promiscu
ous planting of seeds regardless of ca-
pacity to withstand conditions im
posed. Among the qualities desirable
are hardiness and ability to survive
severe winter weather unprotected,
drought resistance, structurally ca
pable of living in dry atmosphere with
out undue transpiration of water. The
cactus Is an example of great drought
resistance. Plants with small leaf
surface are less likely to suffer In a
dry climate. Early maturity enables
the plant to mature Us seed before the
pinch of drought overtakes It Gen
erally, early maturing varieties are
best suited to a dry climate. Deep
rooting habits are more favorable than
a suDerflcial root system. Alfalfa and
other deep rooting plants avail them
selves of moisture at great depths and
may even find perennial success in
subterranean water. Such plants are
least affected by the drying out of the
surface soil. Plants that remain dor
mant during drought and do not die,
but start into growth with new sup
plies of moisture, are of great advan
tage.
DAIRY NOTES.
A good milk cow never becomes
rolltne fat.
Salt regularly twice a week Is bet
ter than once.
Cool the cream as soon as possible
after separating.
Prepared dips kill lice. A lousy
row la a. hard keeper.
The best thing for any dairying lo-
cality Is the organization of cow test
associations,
cino of the best Indications of
good milk cow is the large and tortu
ous milk veins.
The animal that Days the beet is
bound to be in evidence as dairymen
become better lniormea.
It Is a mistake to suppose that a
good cow of Inferior breeding Is Quail
fled to drop a good calf.
There la no line of general aarricul
ture In which well directed effort will
pay so large a profit as In dairy farm
'Inor
Feed the cattle all you can afford to
during the time they are at naature.
as that helps to keep the pastures In
good condition.
Serman Writer Discusses the Qualifi-
cations for the Profession and
Tells Its Drawbacks.
The increase in late years In the
number of women studying the violin
Is commented on by a German writer.
Twenty years ago, he says, parents
hesitated before allowing their daugh-
ters to learn the violin, whereas at the
present time the woman violinist Is
frequently met with.
Discussing the qualifications neces-Bar-
he says that the woman student
of the violin ' must have a first rate
ear and in the next place must be
physically strong. The great draw-
back to the profession, he thinks, is
the comparatively poor prospect It
offers if one leaves out of question the
"women's bands," which are
to be met with all over the continent
In' cafes and places of doubtful repu-
tation. At present no place Is given
to women violinists in regular or-
chestras, though there have been some
eminently successful ensembles and a
number of concert players have done
well professionally.
On the whole the German writer
does not advise the violin as a profes-
sion for women, though he admits the
time Is coming when the career Is
likely to be much more attractive. v
WILD SCRAMBLE OF WOMEN
London Paper Tells of Scene In Cloak-
room After the Racing at
Ascot.
At the end of the racing at Ascot
yesterday It seems that the cloakroom
arrangements miscarried, and when
the women went to get their wraps
they were not ready to hand. A wild
report circulated that the thief who
Btole the gold cup four years ago bad
been busy In the cloakroom and . all
the women rushed to find for them
selves If the dreadful thing were true.
There has not been such an out
burst of feminine excitement since
the last suffragist raid on the house
of commons, and the attendants grew
so alarmed and were so afraid of the
cloakroom being stormed by the angry
owners of the precious wraps that
they sent for the police. When the
constables came several ladies fled
Ignomlnously without their things.
The police ultimately straightened out
the tangle and the honor of Ascot was
saved. The cause of the commotion
is said to have been the action of
some women who left early and put
everything in confusion In the search
for their cloaks. London Express.
Marie Corelll Conservative.
Marie Corelll, who reported the cor
onation, is a standpatter and doesn't
care who knows It She is sure Eng
land should let well enough alone.
List to Marie: "Remarkable, too, is
the fact that this scene of unexam
pled magnificence has taken place at
a time when Socialism is supposed to
be rampant, when a radical chancel
lor of the exchequer Is breathing fire
and- - fury against the lords and the
aristocracy generally, and when all
that suggests power, place, supremacy,
is condemned as something akin to
political crime and equality for all,
men Is the cry. ... All things will
prosper under King George's wise and
careful supremacy, and the loyalty of
the people Is aright, which will bring
them prosperity. The grandeur and
dignity of King George and Queen
Mary could never be surpassed In any
period of history. It is replete with
meaning. It carries special signifi-
cance. It has occurred at a moment
when revolutionary and democratlo
methods of government threaten dis
aster to the realm and It shows on
which foundation the people of Eng
land rest their hope."
Alcoholic Baseball.
Once upon a time John Garner was
the mayor of Winchester, Ky., and an
enthuslastlo fan simultaneously. In a
game one day with a visiting team
the local right fielder had become so
Kentucktfled that he wabbled on his
pins In a most precarious fashion.
After he had missed a fly or two and
was anxious to lick anybody who re-
monstrated the mayor 'approached
him.
"Here, Bill," said his honor, kind
ly, "you'd better retire. You are In no
condition to play. You can't see the
ball, much less catch it."
"Aw, John," argued the fielder, "you
get off the ground. I can see two balls.
and God knows I can catch one ot
them."
Big Maine Salmon.
What Is supposed to be the largest
landlocked salmon ever taken with
hook and line from a Maine lake or
pond was caught Saturday morning
at Greene lake by Luther Moore, an
employee of the United States gov
ernment fish hatchery, and weighed
16 pounds.
Nothing to equal this for a salmon
has ever been heard of in eastern
Maine, and so far as known now It la
the biggest on record. One Bangor
man said Sunday that he had heprd
of one weighing 15 pounds being
caught with hook and line at Greene
lake, but that was In the dim and
misty past Kennebeo Journal.
A Nautical Knowledge.
Lady Passenger (on board liner)
What In the ship stopping for?
Obliging Seaman She's stopping to
send the pilot ashore, miss.
Tjidv Whv. I thought he went with
as; but I suppose he just points the
rudder in the right direction before he
leaves.
Chicken Pie
Each year the Bowers relationshipoegan talking in January about the
annual family picnic and the bill ofrare wu made out early in May. Everyfeminine Bowers felt called upon todemonstrate that she could beat allthe others to a frawle as a cook and
each masculine Bowers trained downto demonstrate by the amount he atehla fervid appreciation of the cookeryFeuds had been known to start over
th? refusal of a second helping of pie.Of course, there were always a fewguests at the Bowers family picnic.
Buesis were not yet Bowerses.but they were In the blissful state of
noping to be. For a young person ofan outside name to attend a Bowers
picnic was Just about the same as
making a formal announcement of hla
or her matrimonial Intentions.
Naturally Mamie Bowers, who had
counted on exhibiting Fred Bayes as
uer escort at the p'cnic late in May,
cunsiaeramy upset when they
quarreled in April. What made it
worse was that the difference had been
wer a cousin, .Harriet BowerB, who
naa been away at school and therehad acquired a perfect 'manner of
wearing her clothes, doing her hair
and cutting out the other girls. Shehad kept Fred at her side one whole
evening at a dance and so Mamie had
told him that he might continue the
process for all she cared. When he
Insisted that he couldn't help him-
self, Mamie had elevated her pretty
nose and remarked, "Hm'ph!"This had ended the discussion, for
no man on earth has learned how fit
tingly to reply to "Hm'ph 1" when
mat argument Is advanced by an
angry young woman.
As the time drew near for the an
nual picnic Mamie realized that the
perfidious Harriet would not fall to
crown her triumph by dragging Fred
Bayes to it. Being a newcomer, he
would not realize how his presence
would be regarded. Sometimes Mamiefelt that it served him right and then
sne felt sorry for his helplessness.
Meanwhile she sewed on a dress that
was to be no less than distracting andheld her chin very high whea she
walked past Fred's place of business.She would have died on the spot rather
man give him a chance to think she
regretted her summary dismissal of
him.
For years Mamie's family had con-
triDuted chicken pie to the general
menu, as had also Harriet's branch of
the family. Both were renowned for
the subtle flavor they managed to
give that particular dish. This year
Mamie resolved to outdo all former
records, for, although Fred would not
sample ber chicken pie, there was a
keen satisfaction in feeling that hers
would be better than the one he would
help to eat. She and her mother made
half a dozen pies, giving special at-
tention to the one for their own meal.
It was a beautiful chicken pie, flaky
and delicately brown, with crimped
edges and curlycues on Its surface.
As she helped unpack the dinner at
the picnic grounds, Mamie noticed
that Harriet had on a dress danger-
ously near as pretty as her own and
was throwing the full expression of
her eyes upon Fred Bayes, who looked
rather pale, Mamie . thought. But
when he had looked at her she had
studiously refrained from seeing him.
When dinner time came she found
luck had placed her family close by
Harriet's family. She helped set out
their own provisions and tenderly
placed the chicken pie in the place
of honor. Just then she heard Har-
riet's mother scream. The tragedy
was before her eyes when she turned.
The chicken pie that had been Intend-
ed to crown that little family feast
was a wreck. Harriet's little brother
had dragged it from the basket and
tipped it bottom side up on the
ground!
"What shall I do?" murmured Har-
riet's mother. "And with company,
too!"
Mamie stood there, a pile of plates
in her hand. She was undeniably glad
that Harriet was balked in one direc
tion. She did not feel like bursting
into tears over that young person's
chagrin. Then she recalled that Fred,
too, would suffer. And he generally
was fearfully hungry. And her own
family had no guests.
"Here!" she said to Harriet's moth-
er,, handing over her own chicken pie.
"Take this."
As Harriet's mother with incoherent
thanks took the pie a hand grasped
Mamie's shoulder and she found her-
self drawn behind a shelter of hazel
bushel face to face with Fred Bayes,
whom she had supposed somewhere
else dancing attendance on Harriet
"Say, you're all right," said Fred to
her. "Any girl who could do that
after the way Harriet baa treated you
Is well, she's all right! I feel awful
since you turned me down, Mamie,
honest! Won't you call it off?"
"I didn't do It because I felt sorry
for her!" Mamie said with a gasp of
determined honesty.
"Well, it's a cinch you didn't do it
for her mother!" said Fred Bayes,
with dawning delight "Come on and
go for a row In the lake."
That was why at the biggest and
best picnic dinner two of the partici-
pants didn't have any dinner at all
and were perfectly satisfied to do
without '
Do not take upon yourself a load of
hatred; it Is a heavier load than you
think. Mme. de Sevigne.
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Contagious Blood Poison manifests itself in the most loathsome
symptoms, such as ulcerated mouth and throat, copper-colore- d spots,
and even sores and ulcers on different portions of the body. The
poison causes the hair to fall out, and sometimes the glandular system
is attacked. No medicine can cure Contagious Blood Poison which
does not rid' the circulation of every particle of the insidious
virus. The least taint left in the blood will break out afresh when
treatment is left off. 5.S.S. is the real and certain cure for Conta-
gious Blood Poison; it goes into the circulation, and by removing
every particle of the poison, and adding, rich, healthy qualities to the
blood, forever cures this powerful disorder. All who suffer with this
disease may cure themseves in the privacy of their homes by usingS.S.S. and following instructions contained in our Home Treatment
Book, which we will send, together with any medical advice desired,
free of charge. S.S.S. is for sale at drug stores.
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the immediate future of the territory form It shall no longer take part in
any building operations connectedl)c gaihj ptic
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, touched 92 and rallied to 92.
foolish. Then up rose a dusty crop
of evil spirits, tale-bearer- back-biter- s,
mud-throwe- and covetous poli-
ticians who knew how to apply that
public unrest to theis own good. Un-
like the philosophical psalmist whej
knew that the wheel willturn in
time, that aJJ, thing! work together
fo good, the people listened of the
unphllosophlcal, the unthinking, the
false became Its leaders and it turn-
ed back upon the trail it had pro-
gressed so far along.
It Is still going backward, marching
under the banner- - of the muckraker,
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Chicago, Aug. 11. Cattle Receipts
2,000. Market strong. Beeves $5.00
7.65; Texas steers $4.5006.25;
western steers $4.106.40; stockers
and feeders $3.0005.50; cows and
heifers $2.206.10; calves $5.75
8.23. j fhr ReciitB 14.000. Market
steadi to strong. Lights $7.257.85;
mixed; $7.057.80; heavy $6.90
7.70; '.rough $6.907.15; good to
choice heavy $7.157.70; pigs $6.10
7.70; bulk of sales $7.357.70.
Sheep Receipts 7,000. Market gen
erally 10 cents higher. Native $2.40
3.85; .western $2.75Q3.85; yearlings
$3. 754. 85; lambs, native $4.00
7.00; western $4.737.10.
'
Shq (gushingly) What a magnifi-
cent great Dane! And of course his
name is Hamlet?.
Herthe owner) Not exactly; you
see, I tr couldn't consistently use
that' name.' The best I could do was
to call her Ophelia. Everybody's
Magazine.
The average man would rather
have you think he had a fine tast9
about neckties than that he was a
good citizen.
The reason a man likes blood and
thunder in novels Is he's so mild and
gentle in real life.
The kind of girl every man wants to
marry is the kind his mother doesn't
want him to.
At this stage of the game ice is
about the only thing that is really
what Is cracked up to be.
Children Who Are Sickly
Mothers who value their own com-
fort and the welfare of their children,
should never be without a box of
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, for use throughut the sea-
son. They oreak up colds, relieve
feverishness, constipation, teething
disorders, headache and stomach trou-
bles. Used by mothers for 22 years.
THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL
Sold by all drugstores, 25c. Dont ac-
cept any substitute. Sample mailed
FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted.
Le Roy, N. Y.
With, the country, offering old corn
more freely htat cereal showed mate-
rial weakness. September opened un-
changed to up at 65 to and
then dropped to 64. Oats dropped
owing to slow demand. September
started unchanged at 41 and .de-
scended to 41. Provisions met with
heavy selling, thought to be due to a
prominent packer who has gone on
record with an opinion that product
was excessive in price. Initial sales
were irregular 2 lower to 7 up
with January delivery $16.55 for pork;
$8.75 for lard and $8.35 to $8.40 for
ribs. '
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Aug. 11. Cattle Re-
ceipts 1,000, including 800 southerns
Market Bteady to strong. Native
steers $5.00(3)7.60 southern, steers
$3.755.75; southern cows and heif-
ers $2.604.50; native cowhand hew
ers $2.507.25; stockers and feeders
$3.505.90; bulls $3.254.50; calves
$4.007.00; western steers $4.40
6.85; western cows $2.755.00.
Hogs 2,000. ' Market strong. Bulk
of sales $7.407.60; heavy $7.50
7.65; packers and butchers $7.40
7.65; lights $7.357.60, ,
Sheep Receipts 2,000. Market
strong. Muttons $3.003.75; lambs
$5.507.15; fed wethers and year-
lings $3.254.50; fed westersn ewes
$2.503.60, ,
ST. LOUIS WOOL
St Louis, Aug. 11. Wool Market
unchanged. Territor yand western me
diums 1719; fine mediums 1617;
fine 1114. ' .
NEW YORK METAL
New York, Aug. 11. Copper spot
12.1712,37; lead Sil-
ver 52. . . ,: ;
NEW YORK MONEY
New York, Aug. 11. all money 2
; prime paper 4 per cent.
Mexican dollars 45.
8T. LOUIS SPELTER.
St. Louis, Aug. 11. --Lead, firm,
4.47. Spelter firm, 6.00.
lor
yard.., 9o 10-- 4 Bleached
yard 11c Anioskeag Apron
yard. , ; ,11J4c Sampson Galatea
with prisons.
At the fifty-seven- annual con
vention of the International Typo-
graphical union, which will be held in
San Francisco August 14 to 19, Texas
delegates will make an effort to se
cure, the 1912 meeting for Houston. ' -
There are now affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor' 120 in-
ternational unions, 39 states federa
tions, 632 city central bodies, 431 lo-- !
cal trade unions and 216 federal labor
unions, making a total of 1,438 organ-
izations.
A recent convention of the Ohio
Bricklayers, Masons and Plasterers'
association by unanimous vote recom-
mended the establishment, in some
city yet to be selected, of a home
for aged or disabled members of the
organization.
The San Francisco Labor day com
mittee has decided to offer prizes to
pupils of the public schools for the
best essays on labor and the signifi
cance of labor day; also a special prize
to be awarded to the school of which
a pupil obtains the first prize.
The workers in the Amsterdam dia
mond industry have a compact organi
zation. According to one of its rules,
no one can learn the diamond trade
without the consent of the organlza-- 1
tion, and only children of workers or
of Jewelers are eligible to become pu
pils.
Nearly 200,000 new employes were
added to the payrolls of the railroad
companies in the United States be
tween June 30, 1909 and June 30,
1910, according to the annual report
of the interstate commerce commis-
sion. The total on the last named
date was 1,699,420
The state of Ohio has five free
jpublic employment offices, cne each
being located at Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Columbus, Dayton, and Toledo, under
the supervision of the bureau of labor
statistics. A report for the last quar
ter gives in detail the number of peo--
uple' assisted in procuring employ-
ment and the total reaches 8,731.
BASEBALL NOTES
Raymond Boyd, Ottumwa's star
pitcher, has been sold to the Cincin
nati club.
Youngstown has a great hitter in
Joe Phillips. He Is leading the O and
P league In batting.
Rumor has it that Des Moines will
be dropped from the Western league
and be given & berth in the Tbree-- I
league.
Portland has a great team this sea
son and the Oregon city has a fine
chance to win the Pacific coast
league pennant.
Manager Steve Flanagan of the
Brockton team, says that in Henrlsen
he has the star outfielder in the New
England league.
The Augusta team has been taken
over iby the directors of the South
Atlantic league and will be known as
the S. A. L. team the balance of the
season.
San Bernardino, Santa Barbara,
Ventura, Oxnard, Venice, Doyles and
San Diego, Calif., have organiezd
winter league and will open the sea
son the closing of the the major
leagues. Quite a number of big
leaguers have agreed to Join the or
ganization.
A man in upper New York state,
who was desirous of purchasing a
horse for the use of his wife, recent
ly entered Into negotiations with
veteran horse dealer.
"Now, I'm not so particular about
speed," said the prospective purchas
er, "but I must have a gentle horse."
"Here is one that I'll warrant to be
perfectly safe," said the dealer, lndl- -
eating a near by.
Are you sure he is not afraid of
anything?" insisted the man.
The dealer assumed an air of deep
reflection.
"Well," he said, "there's one thing
he has always appeared to be afraid
of ever since I got him. It seems as
if he's scared to death for fear some
gua along I'd 'a' done better than
It" Lippincott's.
I r ,was 1x1 n Weal seacoast town of
niito ,which-b,ey- ,, had fled for a
4rtwo weeks, that they found him.
nl Nboaeaav.ea?
.wtth,!,. large
They were out guaning one day,
with the "native" as their guide. A
flock of five birds flew over. Raising
his gun he took aim and fired. All
five fell to the earth and they were
loud in their praise of his skill.
"That ain't pothin'," said he, con
temptuously. "If I'd hed my other
gun along I'd 'a' done beter than
that." Metropolitan Magazine.
When a woman says, "There's no
use, talking," she means- - that you
for an expected gain in 1912. And all
the people know it. - t
L-
- f,
TI1U TA'KAXNY OF TllE
MOB
Aristotle declared that the ..worst
of all tyrannies was that of an unre-
strained democracy. He lived nearly
2,250 years ago, and while he wrote
about the despotism of a multitude
which had thrown oft all restrictions,
has- - been vindicated by the testimony
of history in all the ages which have
passedf sine .his' day,)' ; v;
Human nature has not changed
since Aristotle's time. Man has learn
ed much, but his heart is essentially
the same that it was in the golden
age of Greek philosophy. Envy, mal
ice, the lust for vengeance and ' the
ruthlessness of the savage assert
themselves under the enlightenment
of modern civilization as they did
two thousand years and more ago.
Education and culture count for noth
ing when the mob spirit asserts itself.
The horrors of the reign of terror
in France occurred less than 120
years ago. If in the more than 2,100
years from Aristotle to Robespierre,
mankind had profited so little by its j
advance in civilization, shall one be
lieve every demagogue who advocates
the recall of judges that the desired
transformation in human nature, has
taken place in the little more than a
century since Madame Roland ascend-
ed
'
the steps of the guillotine and the
lives of hundreds of other, good wom-
en and thousands of worthy men were
sacrificed to the clamor of the
French mob and the unscrupulous am-
bition of its leaders?
The men who laid the foundation
of American Institutions were not
blind. They hated tyranny and they
loved liberty. But they knew the
scales of political Institutions are
micely balanced. They knew that
tyranny may approach from more
than one direction. The unbridled
passion of the multitude is Vbrsey be
cause less reasoning and less suscep
tible to fear, than the despotism Of
iWrnc::'V.,i;::.one man.
Whatever may be said in criticism
of the courts, they are after all the
surest refuge of the innoceat and the
oppressed. But in times of peace,
the most effective tool of tyranny is
a servile judiciary, xne .nope oi
the innocent and the wronged is In
the independence of the courts,' . If
every one would condemn a 'system
which made the tenure of the judicial
office depend upoa the will of,i a des
potic ruler, how can any one refuse
to condemn a system which makes
the tenure ot the judicial office'.' de-
pend upon the will ot a despotlc'mul-titude- ?
If in these days of peace dema-grogue- s
do not dare condemn the ..re-
call of judges, because they fear to
offend the people, whom they'ohoofce
rather to flatter, how can anyone
suppose that a Judiciary subject , to
recall at the will of the multitude' will
he any less servile, and any more dis
posed to stand for law and justice in
the face of popular clamor? Denver'
Republican. f
o
HOW LONG, OH LOUD,
HOW LONG?. ..
If there were any muckrakerp, any
insurgents, any political place hunt-
ers or demagogues weeping ""their
eyes out In behalf of the "people"
those days, history falls to record it.
yet the Psalmist asserts without fear
of successful contradiction: "I have
seen the wicked in great power, and
spreading himself like agreen bay
tree; yet he passed away, and lo, he
was not."
We as a people have been'1 going
through a great commercial era the
greatest in the knowledge of mai,
says the Denver Republican in dis
cussing the present era of corporation
baiting. Men of giant minds and
giant reach have beea accumulating
great power through doing the big
jobs attached to the moving of all
mankind forward at a swifter pace
than civilization ever traveled before.
Strength flowed to them because they
were strong. They tackled great pro-
jects and made great fortunes; the
success of their Drolects made a na- -
UbdnoQ people' gVeaO Orik pfcdJ
lag of a green bay tree is as nothing
tothe.crawthrt.a
great nation through the leadership of
But an odd thing happened one of
those freaks of fate which distort the
history of nations. , The JepleL.lnfiide
great, became little; they began think
ing not of the advance all had made
through the leadership of the few,
but of the fact that the few, had goae
so far ahead. Small thoughts ' took
the place of the ;big onesthe nation
no longer took jieed of how. It might
add io its 'stature,! but hovif it' might
draw down to the level of the"many a
the few who had led. thsjivay. Bicker-
ing took the place of boosting fear ot
hope. Jealousy supplanted admiration,
and the counsels of tha jrisa jnea
wera forgotten the aanroftta th
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THE SITUATION ANALYZED
It is high time the real meaning of
the statehood situation were made
plain to the citiaens of New Mexico.
Since the beginning of the present
special session of congress we have
heard much from democratic sources
about the sincerity of the rejuvenated
party on the statehood Question; and
it must be acknowledged that several
of our territorial democrats have ad
vanced some plausible arguments
that have, in some quarters, bolstered
up their attitude with a semblance of
sincerity. But; what is the real mean
ing of democratic activity, and what
i3 its true bearing on the present
statehood situation?
The enabling act was approved
June 2u, 1910, fourteen months ago.
Pursuant to its terms the voters of
New Mexico sent delegates to a con- -
si it utional convention which sat at
Santa Fe from October St, to November
2 1, 1910, and which, during Its sessions.
produced an organic Instrument that
was ratiiied and adopted by the people
of this territory on January 21, of this
year 'by a majority of 18,843 out of
a total vote of 45,141. After the
ratification of the constitution it be
came apaprent that, under the terms
of the enabling act. New Mexico could
not be admitted until after the expira-
tion of the next regular session of
congress. In the meantime the nation
had elected a democratic house of rep-
resent adves and the republican ma-
jority in the senate had become such
5;a name only.
Taking immediate advantage of this
situation some of the patriotic demo-
crats of New Mexico decided to take
unto themselves all the glory of ob-
taining immediate statehood for New
Mexico. It is to be conclusively pre-- .
sumed that they knew President
' Taft's attitude toward they Arizona
constitution. While secretary of war
he had spoken against the Oklahoma
constitution and later, at Albuquerque,
he gave us some wholesome advice on
constitution making. We followed it.
Arizona did not. She went to the
very outside limit, in the president's
opinion, and committed herself to the
et bete nolr of sane government, the
judiciary recall. To repeat: The New
Mexico democrats must have known,
if anything is knowable, that the
president would doubtless veto the
Flood resolution. Notwithstanding,
they have assisted to the utmost of
their ability in linking together in one
resolution the fortunes of New Mexico
and Arizona. And all the while they
have claimed to be in favor of imme-
diate ' statehood! Yes, immediate
statehood if the nation goes demo
cratic In 1912.
viewed calmly and dispassionately
it looks ;as'If"rdemoc7aBofrlends7
finding jthemselves partly $r rift; jUiei
oauuitji v1v uoius lueir cuiuv uwib
to delay1 statehood until after the
presidential election. If this is not
tehir plan, they can answer this ques-
tion: Why have the New Mexico
democrats, who have been active at
Washington, not brought about a sev
erance of the statehod fortunes of New
Mexico and Arizona In the house of
representatives? That has been the
obvious thing to do, as even a mere
child could see. And yet they have
not done it, nor attempted to do it
If we are delayed for another year
there can be no disputing the fact that
the New Mexico democratic leaders
who are now at Washington have sold
NEW YORK ; 6T0CK EXCHANGE to
New York, kid Ul. further' de
clines on Wali streetwere made In
the Second hour or
.iraamg toaay,
which affected not only complete loss
of most gains, but brought recessions
from last night's close. The standard
railway shares were freely offered and
the market had much of the previous
day's indecision. The retirement of
H. C. Frick from the Harriman boards
was regarded as going far towards ex-
plaining the heavy selling of Union
Pacific and Southern Pacific. Prices
recovered in part from the low tone
but as has so often been the case dur-
ing the past fortnight, trading be-
comes very dull. A large part of the
gains ot these lines at the opening
were soon lost, many prices falling to
yesterday's closing level, with not a
few below. Pressure against the Har-rinia-
and New York Central, St.
Paul and Reading was most pronounc-
ed. On a sudden drive in Union Pa-
cific it fell to 175, the rest of the
list declining sympathetically. The
scock quietly rallied over a point after
which the list relapsed into its pre-
vious state. The market closed ex-
tremely weak. Prices fell away again
in the last hour when the selling
movement was resumed on a large
scale. Practically all the active list
fell to a new low, level. The greatest
weakness was shown by Union Paci
fic. Declines continued to the end,
last sales being as follows:
Amalgamated Copper 62
American Beet Sugar 115
Atchison 104
Great Northern, pfd 125
New York Central 103
Northern Pacific 119
Heading 145
Southern Pacific 114
Union Pacific .......173
United States Steel 72
United States Steel, pfd 115
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 11. Relief from im
mediate anxiety about crop prospects
in the northwest gave the wheat mar-
ket today an easy tone. Higher tem
peratures put a stop to fear that frost
damage would be added to Injury due
to black rust. t Opening prices were
lower to a shade higher. Septem-
ber started at 92 to , a loss of
Amoskeag Outing Flannel, per
Tolle Du Nord Dress Gingham, per
Manchester Percale, 36 inches, per
Any
$4.00 or $4.50
Pumps or Oxfords Pumps
for
Women
Velvet, Cravenette
Patent
or .
Patent Colt, Gun Metal Kid
Per Pair
"'" '$3.19
ti t a :
3J aa. ievon am J!i
piSal.e m
$1.75 Manhattan Shirts, now. $1.15
$2.00 Manhattan Shirts, now. $1.39
$2.25 and $2.50.. Manhattan
Shirts, now $1.69
I HE31517
Railroad
iya ,
(Avenue
the fake reformer, the half-bake- the
raw and unbalanced, flying the stand-an- d
of recall, of initiative and refer
endum, of antl-thl- s and antl-tha- t, of
crazy-patc- h laws and spurious poli-
cies, stumbling, halting, blinded by
false lights and deafened by mean-
ingless heresies, to what end none cai
know, with no prospect of relief
from such except that whispered
voice of the wise old Psalmist com-
ing down from the ages to assure us
that great as the power of the wicked
may spread to be, yet that it, too,
will pass' away and be not. In this
case, how long?
' o
SHAVING THE HOUSE CAT
Many are the regulations issued in
these latter days in the name of sani-
tary science on behalf of public
health. Legislatures have enacted
them as laws. City and county coun-
cils have ordered them as ordinances.
Health boards have announced them
as orders. But few have equalled and
none surpassed for originality the
command that has gone out from the
state board of health of Kansas that
all cats shall be shaved.
Some time ago a Chicago surgeon
informed the world that he had found
six distinct kinds of deadly germs at
tached to the whiskers of a tomcat
enticed from an alley to his labora-
tory. This set the Kansas men to
work and they found In the fur of
the domesticated kitty many more
germs equally deadly. Hence the de
cree.
The argument is simple. Cats do
not bathe as dogs do. Cats have an
aversion for water. Their thick fur
forms a safe breeding place for mi
crobes some of which are not foind
in the hair of a dog or of any cleanetr
animal. So the order runs to the
Kansans, "Shave your cat as you
would your horse or your dog; if that
be too much trouble, kill him."
Proverbial philosophy has made us
familiar with the idea of a singed
cat We also know of skinned cats,
for many of our rarest furs are made
from such. But a shaved cat is
twentieth ceatnry. concept Conceding
tUe advisabilitv of the reform, two
Questions remain: Who will ehae
the cat? And what sort of a show
will a shaved cbi have at a cat show
INEXCUSABLE FIRE LOSSES
Fire losses in. the United States ia
the first six months of 1911 amount
ed to almost 155 million dollars, or at
the rate of .more than 300 million dol
lars a year. Probably 80 per cent of
the huge destruction of property was
due to inadequate building laws or
lax enforcing o them. While the coun-
try Is engaged in the laudable effort
to conserve Its natural resources,
there is great need of another kind
of: conservation, namely, the safe
guarding of property from fire.
If building regulations in cities were
what they should be, and if city of
ficials Insisted on their enforcement,
the immense fire loss could be re-
duced to a small proportion of the
record of recent years. To permit
conditions which make such huge fire
losses possible involving, also, the
risk of human lives is an evidence of
inexcusable neglect on the part of
cities.
LABOR NOTES
In Switzerland the railway workers
have an 82 per cent organization,
The corner stone of the labor tem
ple in Utica. N. Y., will soon be laid.
Kttttfitsn states have boiler inspec
tion laws and fourteen officially " in
sjiectedajkryshogs
Winnipeg (Manitoba) Trades and
Labor Cduweir yflRpbpr&rto' nve a
municipal fair, wage officeVappointed.
The amount that may be recovered
for death by industrial accidents in
Minnesota has been increased from
$5,000 to $7,500. ' r
An organized effort will be made by
the glass workers of the country to
minimize the amount of the machine- -
made product
The French workmen's pension law
calls for a contribution of about $1.60
year by each beneficiary, an equal
sum by his employer, and the state
adds a third.
The federation of trade unions con
nected wlti the building industryjnjngt
PJufWOdsIIsm
Pepperrel Sheeting, per yard....28o
Gingham, per yard 8c
Cloth, per yard .. ... 14c
Any,
Florsheim
$4.50 or $5.00
:.ir Men's Oxfords
Any
$3.00 or $3.50
or Oxfords
'for
Women
Colt, Vlcl
or Gun Metal
Per Pair
All' feathers, all sizes
f i.
.;.
; vrrYpur, Choice
'i'-i- It i t. J l ' r ,
m
'$3.85
Any
Florsheim
$4.00
Men's Oxfords
All leathers, all sizes
Your Choice '
Per Pair
$3 59
FuHt
One lot $1.00 Shirts?.". 59c
One lot $2.00 Shirts...
.1.00
One lot $1.50 Shirts $1.00
Opposite
Castaneda
N.Mr Hotel
$1(9- -
tfw i i
pen s Smjts on in
$3.00 Manhattan Shirts, now. $2.19
'
'
$3.60 Manhattan Shirts, now. $2 49
A new one if it Fades.
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OF 814,491
REPORT OF DR. DES MARIAS
SHOWS THEM TO BE IN AD-
MIRABLE FINANCIAL SHAPE
We have just received direct from New York a beatifi- -'
ful line .of (be newest Auto Headwear, such as has not
been shown in Vegas before.
An exceptionally pretty Shirred Chiffon Bonnet in a
: ' variety of colors, one of the newest models, only $2 50
1 A
CONVERTIBLE VEILS
The newest and most desirable headwear for joy rid-
ing. These come in all desirable colors of good
Chiffon Silk, each . V . . . $2.50
Chiffon Silk Auto Veils in all desirable colors, extra
' size and good quality, 85c to $1.75
ESTABLISHED 1Q6Z
Barnett threw wild in an effort to
catch him off the base and "Chief
ambled down to second. Nelson hit
one that got away from Hartnett.
placing him pn second and advancing
Lockhart to third.- - It was then that
one Wicks won a warm spot in the
hearts of tha fans. Picking out one
of Barnett's chutes, Wicks, he of
diminutive Btature and rnonnous
voice, hammered the sphere between
short and third. When the tumult
had subsided Wicks was calmly perch
ed on second and two runs had been
scored. It was then the crowd devout
ly prayed that the rain which had
been threatening, would fall In tor
rents. But It came not, and Montano
was retired easily.
Kennedy was first up for Raton in
the ninth. He scratched a hit. Barr
endeavored to catch him napping on
tirst and succeeded In throwing the
ball away while Kennedy went to sec
ond. La Flamboise hit to center and
scored Kennedy. Kempton sacrificed
but La Flamboise was caught between
third and home. Bradbury made an
easy out.
With the score tied the Maroons
went to the bat in the last of the ninth
determined to get results. Barr, al-
though he had amply earned his sal-
ary by pitching, went one better ly
getting a safe bingle. B. Smith hit
safe and advanced Barr to third, tak
ing second on a fielder's choice. At
this juncture "Babe" Elder went Into
the box. On the first pitched ball
"Injun" Smith laid down the prettiest
bunt ever seen here and before It
was fielded Barr had crossed the plate,
and the game was won.
The ball was close in and Smith hit
it near the handle of the bat. The
Raton boys claimed the ball had hit
Smith but Umpire McWenie said they
were mistaken. Captain Caldwell
said last night that there was some
doubt in his mind as to whether or
not the ball hit Smith. He was in-
clined to believe, however, that had it
hit him it would have knocked him
out, as Elder had put a lot of steam
on his delivery. Caldwell said it was
a good game and he had no kick com-
ing.
Smith's bunt was entirely unexpect
ed by the Raton team and caught the
players flatfooted. Had they been
looking for the play they doubtless
could have cut Barr off at the plate.
Injun" Smith played a great game
on first. He shows up (better there
than any Maroon who has occupied
that station this summer.
The box score! ;
r
When the Fire Is Out
Use a Chafing Dish and Percolator
Delicious Coffee and
Lunches ....
TAUPEUT;r .. .'
JEWELER.
According to the annual report of
Dr. M. F. Des Marias, county super-
intendent of schools, which has jest
been completed aad will be sent to
Santa Fe to the office of Territorial
Superintendent of Public Instruction
J. E. Clark, the schools of San Mi
guel county are in admirable financial
condition. At present there Is a bal-
ance ki the school fund of $14,491.47.
During the school year which closed
June 15 the total receipts were
$16,714.60 and the total expenditures
were 414,304.19. Sixty-fou- r teachers
were employed last year. Their sal
aries were the principal item of ex
pense to the county. They amounted
to $12,384.
In commenting on the report, Dr.
Des Marias said this morning to a
representative of The Optic that there
are better balances this year in
each of the school districts of the
county than ever .before. There Is
not a district that cannot boast of a
balance. Dr. Des Marias says that
when he took the office 6f county
superintendent there were forty-fiv-e
districts in which school was held.
Of this number only two had balances
In the school fund. The balances re
main In the district school funds this
year In spite of the fact that longer
terms of school were held in nearly
every district in the county.
For the coming school year seven
ty-tw-o out of seventy-si- x districts
have returned school levies and will
have a term of school. This Is the
largest number of district schools
that has ever been 'in operation in
the county. Dr. Des Marias says
more money was expended for school
purposes this year than ever before.
During the coming year many im-
provements will be made. The school
year just closed saw the creation of
three new school districts, Nos. 94.
95 and 96, and the erection of two
or three new school houses.
The principal source of revenue
for the schools is from apportion
ments from the territorial superin-
tendent, forest reserve proceeds and
the three-mi- ll territorial levy. These
totaled last year $10,437.40. From
fine's the fund received $29.86. From
liquor licenses the schools received
$921.60, the liquor traffic being
obliged to pay heavily toward the
support of education in the county.
Special levies brought in the sum of
$3,598.26, and poll taxes yielded
$1,414.13., The fees from adjust
ments occasioned by the creation of
new districts amount to $93.90. Rents
brought In $5.40 and grant funds in
creased the receipts by $195.30. Mon
ey derived from miscellaneous soaro
es totaled J19.22.
The expenditures for the year wer
as follows: Teachers' salaries, $12,-38-4;
new buildings, grounds and fur-
niture, $206.40; repairs and Improve-
ments. $428.88; school supplies.
$123.73; rent, $225; fuel, $295.40;
of districts, $89.65; books
for indieent cfflldren. $107.1J; eonect
ing poll taxes and making poll list.
$173.67; miscellaneous purposes,
$270.11 , 7 1S
Capital Paid in
$100,000.00
J. Al. CUNNiNQHAM, Pruident
FRANK SPRINGER, Vie President
visiting her brother, Albert Stern, baa
returned to her home in St, Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Russell, Mrs.
D. R. Murray and Miss Cornelia Mur-
ray are expected to return tomorrow
from a visit to El Porvenir.
Mrs. A. H. Spelcher returned today
from Watrous where she had been
visiting Mrs. Woodbury. Mrs. Wood-
bury accompanied her and will remain
'Jere several days.
and Mrs. J. R. Hill of Gulfport,
Mtas., are In Las Vegas. Mr. Hill re-
cently purchased a large amount of
land near Los Alamos from J. D.
Hand.
Mrs. Thomas Dlakemore and chil-
dren, of Aspen, Colo., who have been
visiting Mrs. Biakemore's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Jolinsen, left this af
ternoon for their home.
Dr. J. J. Bergmann of Mora is iniLas Vegas on a short business visit
- Deputy Sheriff E. H. Blernbaum
of Mora county is here from his home
In Mora on official business.
Wilson W. Mills, John Roberts and
Wallace Flske arrived this afternoon
from Santa Fe in Governor William
J. Mills' E. M. F. touring car. The
trip was made in five hours and fifty-fiv- e
minutes of actual runaing time.
The young men will remain here un-
til Sunday visiting friends. Several
popular Las Vegas young women are
likely to be seen rldiag in Governor
Mills' car before it sets sail on the
return voyage to Santa Fe, it is said,
alleged and affirmed. ,
TERRITORY WINS SUIT
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 11. The city
of Santa Fe today lost the suit brought
against it by the territory of New Mex-
ico, to prevent the city from compell-
ing the territory to take out a build-
ing permit for a garage on the execu-
tive mansion grounds! The opinion
was handed down by District Judge
John R. McFie in which he holds that
the city being a creation of the terri
tory can not impose police regulations
on it against the territory's will. The
license fee is 75 cents.
A western representative in con-
gress was talking one day of his rec
ord while in that body. "I'm not
asuamed of it," said he. "I think I've
done very well on the whole. When
I reflect upon it I am reminded of an
epitaph that I saw once in an old
burying ground in a country town of
my state.
This epitaph devoted a verse of
four lines to the virtues of the rood
man who lay beneath the stone, and
concluded with, thls line la prose.
"'"Hfe averaged well 'for this vicin-
ity. " Lipplncott's.
"A party platform is a mighty im-
portant . consideration," said one
statesman.
"Yes," replied the other, "a party
platform in politics is a good deal like
a bunker in golf. The rules require
it, but you show your skill in avoid'
lag it." Washington Star.
r THE PARISIAN "IDRY CLEANERS
will clean and press all Men's
and Woman's Garments,
Laces, Lace Curtains, Kid
Gloves and Slippers, Neck-
ties; Clean and Blleach Straw
and Panama Hats; Clean and
Block Felt Hats. We call
for and deliver the goods.
52JSxfA St. Phone ManJ
Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building job Woifc a Specialty.
Phone Main 336. Opposite Optic
SAL M
Center St. S3000.00
The man who doe the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility ia never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every ... ; i
prescription leaving ourM
store is faultless from any , -
standpoint that you may '
take. Tou may feel safe ,.
and sure if we fill your
prescription.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phooe Main 3
SEWER SYSTEM IS
OVER ONE-HAL-F
COMPLETED
M'GOVERN AND RYAN MAKING
FAST PROGRESS, DESPITE
HANDICAPS
Although they have encountered
many difficulties, McGovera and
Ryan, the sewer contractors, have
been pushing the construction of the
sewer system with a rapidity that
has won the admiration of the city
officials. When they took the con-
tract McGovern and Ryan knew they
would encounter stone in considera-
ble quantities. They were of the
opinion, however, that the rock was
of a shale formation and would be
comparatively easy to handle.
Instead of shale the contractors en-
countered blue lime stone, which d
and difficult of removal The
lime etone lies in a ridge which ex-
tends trom the Normal University to
the north end of Grand avenue. The
has been cut through five times
by the contractors. In each alley
where a pipe line has been laid the
width of the ridge increased, making
the digging of the ditches much more
difficult .and more expensive because
of the loss of time. But the contrac-
tors and their men have kept steadily
at work and the amount ot dltcb.es
they have dug and the pipe they have
laid is surprising.
Water and gas pipes along the line
of the ditches have caused consider
Able trouble. The presence of other
pipes ia close proximity to the ditch
es always causes cave-in- s, which oc-
casion expense and some danger. Dur-
ing the first several weeks of sewer
construction heavy rains caused con-
siderable delay.
" According to the estimates of City
Engineer George E. Morrison the con-
struction of the sewer is over one-hal-f
completed.
Many property owners in the 'flats'
have announced their intention of pe-
titioning the council to construct a
sewer system in their, district of the
city. But they have taken no steps
in. that direction. There is but little
available time In which the necessary
details can be attended to. The peo-
ple in the "flats" should get busy at
once it they desire a sewer system.
with contractors already on the
ground there would be little delay in
tho hcirfTinin? and completion of abuv (J
;sewer in the southern part of the city.
CONVICT SHOOTS GUARD
Animosa, Ia., Aug. 11. William
Hamaker, a guard at the Iowa state
penitentiary, was shot and probably
(fatally wounded and then lashed to a
tree today when Charles Smith, a con-
vict, made his escape. The latter and
two other men, who aided him in
breaking away, are being pursued by
'a posse..
I Good Business Lot on
RETAIL PRICES
2400 lbs. or More, Each Delivery 20o per 10t lbs.
1,000 lbs. to.2,000 lbs. Each Delivery 25o per 100 lbs,
i 200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery SOo per 100 lbs.
60 lbs. to 200 lbs Each Delivery 40o per 100 lbs.
Less than 60 lbs., Each Delivery SOo per 100 lbs.
HSgua pura company
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
) r and. Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las VegasFamous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
RATON GRAYS LOST SENSATION-A- L
GAME TO LAS VEGAS YES-
TERDAY, 3 TO 2
THE MAROONS RECORD
May 16 Japs, 2; Maroons 11.
May 17 Japs, S; Maroons, 9.
May 30 Railroaders, 1; Maroons
2-
-
June 4 Dawson, 7; Maroons, 3,
June 10 Dawson, 4,. Maroons, 2
r june ii uawson, z; Maroons, 3 f
June 18 Santa Fe, 13; Maroons f
11.
June 19 Albuquerque, 3; Ma- -
roons, 4.
June 20 Albuquerque, 4; Ma- -
oons, 3.
June 24 Santa Fe8; Maroons 3.
June 25 Santa Fe 3; Maroons 7.
July 4 Vagon Mound. 3; Ma- -
roons, 10. 4
July 9 Santa Fe 6; Maroons 8. 4
July 15 Albuquerque, 6; Ma- - 4
roons, 10. 4
July 16 Albuquerque, 11; Ma- - 4
f roons. 6. 4
4 July 17 Santa Fe 12; Maroons 4
10. 4
July 22 Raton, 8; Maroons 18. 4
July 23 Raton, 6; Maroons. 3; 4
(six innings.) 4
: July 26 Dawson, 3; Maroons, 7.
July 27 Dawson, 3; Maroons, 4. 4
July 29 Raton, 2; Maroons, 4.
July 30 Raton, 13; Maroons, 6.
f-- August 8 Raton, 14; Maroons,
8.
August 9 Raton 5; Maroons 8.
August 10 Raton 2; Maroons 3.
4-
, Standina of tha Team
Won 16; lost 9; percentage .640.
The Maroons yesterday afternoon
defeated Raton in the third and last
game of the series by a score of 3
to 2, winning two out of the three
games. It was the fastest, most ex
citing and most nerve-wrackin- g base
ball contest that has ever occurred at
Amusement park and the result was
not decided until the last minute of
play when a clever "squeeze" pushed
"Polly" Barr over the pan.
Gilt-edge- d pitching by Barr and op
portune hitting by the Maroons en
abled the locals to hang up the bacon
in-- - the "old-bom- BmottebouaC Bar?
held Raton t6 six hits and kept them
well scattered. ? He also brought In
the winning run, starting the batting
rally in the ninth with a pretty blngle.
Barnett worked In the box for Raton.
He pitched a clever game but weaken-
ed slightly toward the close. Captain
Caldwell sent' "Babe" Elder Into re-
lieve him in the ninth but the winning
run was made on the first ball hurled
by that classy twirler. This Is the
first time the Maroons have been able
to defeat the Barnett-Elde- r combina-
tion, which has annexed their angora
twice this season.
Both teams put up a great fielding
game, which, with the air-tig- pitch-
ing of Barrand Barnett, kept down
the scores.
Raton looked dangerous in the first.
W ith one down Hartnett hit safe. He
stole second and took third on Ken
nedy's Infield out. La Flamboise, Ra
ton's heavy hitter, was next up. The
best he could do was a grounder to
L. Smith who threw him out, Barr
covering the sack The Maroons got
out of another hole in the third. Mc-Caul-
hit. He was advanced iby Bar--
nett's sacrifice and took third on an
infield out by Caldwell. Hartnett,
however, hit directly in front of the
plate and was touched out by Nelson,
It was in the sixth that Barr showed
his ability to get out of bad holes.
With one down Hartnett poled his
second hit of the afternoon. Montano
grabbed the ball in right and made a
wild throw to first that advanced Hart
nett one station. Hartnett promptly
stole third. Barr then struck out
Kennedy and La Flamboise, two of
Raton's bestJJtickers,
The first run p over the pan injthesevinth. tTW
tired with heStnesV aT dispatch
when Kelly reached- - first-o- n --Wicks'
bad throw. Kelly attempted to steal
and Nelson threw the ball so wild
that It got away from Lockhart and
B. Smith and allowed Kelly to score,
In their half of the seventh the M
roons tried desperately to tie - the
score. Wicks hit safely. He was sac
rificed to second by Wilson. Mon
tano struck out and Barr got a base
on balls. B. Smith, however,- - aid not
produce the required hit, flying out to
Kempton,
An infield out and two strikeouts
retired Raton in their half of the
eighth. It lookec
story when L. Smith and Fisher, the
J ".J ft I!,
Raton AB. R. W. PO. A. E.
Caldwell, 2b. ... ... 4 0 0 2 2 1
Hartnett, 3b. ..it... 4 0 2 2 3 1
Kennedy, lb'. . . X. "'. .4" 1" 1 8 ' O 0
Lt& FlamtjolEie, If. '...4 0 1 2 0 0
Kempton, cf. ... 3 0 0 1 0 0
Bradbury, c. .... 4 0 1 7 3 1
Kelly, rf ....3 1 0 0 0 0
McCauley, ss 3 0 1 2 3 0
Barnett, p 2 0 0 t) 2 1
Elder, p 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals ;...31 2 6 24 13 4
OPTICIAN
iMlt.iiiuiuiiim.uuJx..iiii.rJ-)J1i!i- .
Surplus
$50,000.00
D. T. H0SKIN5. Caakier
I
, ; I lixi. v,!itli'"
GROSS, HELL & G&.
.!: (Inooporatod)
WHOLESALE GROCERS
amd Daalorm In
Mi WOOL. HIDES and PELTS
BAIN WAGONSRACINE VEHICLES "c,ecao"
i;,,;' .;". SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M
':-:-
rt ' Corona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, H. M.,
v ., j Trinidad, Colorado ' .
Maroons AB, R. H. PO.
B. Smith, cf 6 0 3 0
L Smith, lb 5 2 14
Fisher, 3b 4 1 1
Lockhart, 2b 4 1
Nelson, c. 4 1
Wicks, ss ....3 2
Wilson, If. .........2 0
Montano, rf 4 1
Barr, p 3 1
Totals ,. .34 3 12 27 16 4
Score by innings:
123456789
Raton 0 0000010 12
Las Vegas 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 13
Summary: Two base hits Wicks.
Sacrifice hits Barnett, Kempton, Wil
son. Innings pitched Barnett 8, El
der 1. Barr 9. Hits off Barnett 11,
off Elder 1, off Barr 6. Struck out
by Barnett 7, by Barr 7. Bases on
balls off Barnett 3. Stolen bases
Hartnett 2, L. Smith, B. Smith. Wild
throws Bradbury. Time of game
2:15. Umpire McWenie.
Elder relieved Barnett In last
halt of ninth with none out after two
hits had been made.
Two lunatics conversed In the
asylum yard. One bad megalomania.
Said he: "Had they not locked me up
here, I should have fceeri1 a" second
Thbtffcht't ulty- - fee othervcontemplaii
edla peagroon devil bBtthe''ftsMum
waU,1 then remarked! The" second
Napoleon wasn't much shucks."
Everybody's Magazine.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
OST Signet ring. Return to St An
thnoy's. Reward.
FOR RENT Rooms for light house
keeping. 721 Fourth street.
FOR RENTrrFurnlshed rooms for
raenL.onIy,iln, T M .Cj:A. building.
None better in city. Look at them.
rs v .... n, j ; ?
Nil (
i '() ;.S3:i."J .'X i ;".' ! ,' ,, "
..V
.Jxi ft f'--l ait. P&nra sfcw.r- --;ted.1 r.:wi's ' !v''1' :''"-i'-- ' '
.,.; Mvnti fc , InterestuP&)di0iv.'Tn3Q; .Deposits '
WON DER.LAND" n'1 nit
jWasija Dit more marvelous to little Alice, than the
TRJANSFORMING PENNIES AND
' " NICKELS INTO DOLLARS
'at this savings bank. It's as certain at the rising sun that
INTEREST INCREASES RAPIDLY
,,--
, AT THIS-SAVIN- GS DANK
Open'an' acc$npoior''ciifldren here and see how their
,
" '
'g'mall1 ', hange. deposits will develop and grow.
; LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
28 foot Business Lot on Sixth bt. want utier
2 Business Lots on Douglas Avenue,
v near Seventh St. . $3500.00
Houses, Stores and Farms For Rent a.ndFor SeJe
' FIRE ISNCE
The Investment and Agency Corporation
PI.L. 40. '
:
GEORGE" A. FLEMING, Manager.
BBS
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TOE LOBBY RESTAURANT ANB CAFETHESE ARE YOUR ANCESTORS
When One Considers Their Vast Num
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of catarrh that
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo, O.
We. the undersigned, have known
8H0R1 ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS'75he Optic THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYaQUALITY
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
save under threat She had lived In
the sun all ber life. And so bad he!
This was Lelth Story's Influence, of
course! Another thing she felt his
strained attitude toward I: sr. For
a moment he looked at, her In the
old way, then suddenly took up his
paddle.
I didn't mind to Intrude on you,"
he said, and was off before she could
answer that she was very glad
be was there
A few days after this In the late
afternoon she was coming in from
the links and met Terry. For a
wonder, Lelth Story, usually too lazy
for effort, was walking with him.
She was bare-heade- under her rose-colore- d
parasol, her soft curls pinned
crown-wis- e upon her small head, ber
feet in high heeled white slippers.
Nan greeted them In passing, for
the first time with dislike for the
other girl, so nonchalantly sure of
the man with her. Nan gave a look
at the sky It was clouding.
"Don't go too far, or youll get
caught If a storm comes up."
Terry, intent on the girl with him,
made a vague answer. He was a
little troubled. He had asked Lelth
to walk, and she had consented list-
lessly.
"Yes, anything to get away from
the everlasting old ladles!" she had
answered. "Of course, your mother
Is a dear, but one doesn't always
want older people. I don't under-
stand them, for one thing."
He did not like this. They walked
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular com-
munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth-
ers cordially invited.
William H Ktnnrv W. M.l ChaS. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-lTul-
conclave second Tuee--
day in each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. -
RraiPhar r c. r.ha. Tsmme. Re
corder.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3,
ROYAL ARCH MASON8 Regular
convocation first Monday
in each month at Ma
sonic Temple, at 7:30 P--
m. J. A. Rutledge, H
P.: Chas. H- - Sporleder,
secretary.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E
S. Meets first and third Fri
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street
EL DORADO LODGE NO 1,
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
every Monday eve-
ning in Castle hall.
Visiting Knights are
cordially Invited.
Chas. E. Llebsch- -
nier. Chancellor
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
and third Wednesdays of each
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W.
Secretary. Visiting mem-
bers cordially invited.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
102-Me- ets every Monday night at
their hall in the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. Visiting member are cor-
dially welcome. E. E. Gehrlng, presi
dent; Mri. Emma D. Burks, Secre-
tary; C. Eaily, Treasurer.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues-
day of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
cordially invited. Isaac Appel,
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec-
retary.
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth-
erhood hall the sleep of die fourth
Thursday of each . month, eighth
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting
HANDLED
brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sacheTo,'
David Flint chief of records aid
collector of wampum.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second ana
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. K. C. halL Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. G.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W.
Condcm, Secretary
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
day evenings each month, at Fra-
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
B. F. McUulre, President; E. O
Ward, Secretary. .
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
building. Visiting members are cor-
dially invited. W R. Tipton, G. K.;
E. P. Mackel, F. 8.
I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall cn Sixth street-- All visit-
ing brethren cordially invited to at-
tend.' Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A
T. Rogers. V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
Secretary; W. E. Crites. treasurer;
C-
- V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
licet in tbe forest of brotherly
love at the Fraternal Brotherhood
hall, on the second and fourth Fri--(
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit
ing neighbors are especially welcome
and cordially invited. !
DENTISTS.
F. R. LORD
DENTIST
Office Pioneer Building j
Rooms 3 and 4
Office Phone Main 67
Residence Phone Main 418
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
DENTI8T
Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
at office and residence.
ATTORNEYS
Geo. H- - Hunker Chester A. Hunker
HUNKER & HUNKER
Attorneys at Law
Las Vegas New Mexico
MASSAGE
MRS. OLL1B SHEARER ,
Masseuse and Midwife
Residence Phone Main 308
Massage Parlor Phone Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays.
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ber Pride of Descent Seems Very (
Foolish.
Are you proud of your ancestors?
Of how many of them?
Since the beginning of the Chris
tian era a mere 1911 years you have
had 139,235.017",489,534,976 ancestors.
Imagine, If you can, how many per
sons were needed since the beginning
of the world to bring you forth you,
who are reading this now. It works
the other way, too. If a single cou
ple had started 5,000 years ago to pop
ulate the world, and everybody bad
grown to maturity and married at the
age of 21, the earth's population would
be 2,199,915, followed by 144 ciphers.
However, this world would not hold
them all; It would not be large enough
To give all these people breathing
space the size of the world would
have to be multiplied by 3,166,526, d
by 125 ciphers. That is the
only way In which these enormous
numbers can be expressed.
How futile, then, is ancestor wor-
ship! Every one of us, high or low,
has had In his ancestry kings and
peasants, criminals and saints; it la
almost Impossible to name any one
of one's own race to whom one Can-
not prove in some way a remote rela-
tionship.
NOT UP TO EXPECTATIONS
Mankind and the World Frequently
Disappointing to Hopeful Youth,
Says Theodore Parker.
I suppose many of us are a little
disappointed with mankind. The
world of the girl's dream is not the
world of the young woman's actual
eight and touch, and still less Is it so
of the woman no longer young. In
the moonlight of dreamy youth, as
we look out of the windows and re-
joice In the blooming apple trees, how
different does the world seem from
what we find It the next day, when In
the heat of a May sun, we go about
and remove the caterpillars from the
scrubby trees. A boy bred In a
wealthy family in a little village, se-
cluded from the eyes of men, filling
bis consciousness with nature and the
reflection of human life which deep
poems and this great magnificent
Bible and other religious books mir-
ror down into his own soul, goes out
Into the world, and finds things very
different from what they appeared
when seen through the windows ol
the home which, his father's and moth-
er's affection colored with the rose
and violet of their own nature. The
odore Parker.
Rank Materialists.
In their outlook on life most Chi
nese are rakk materialists, says
writer In the Century. They ply the
stranger with questions as to his In
come, his means, the cost of his be-
longings- .They cannlly oiler papet
money instead of real money at the
graves of their dead, and sacrifice pa-
per images of the valuables that once
were burned in the runeral pyre.
Yet no one who comes into close
touch with the Chinese deems this
utilitarianism a race trait. They are,
in fact, capable of the highest ideal
ism. Among the few who have corns
near to the thought of Buddha oi
Jesus one finds faces saintlike in theii
depth of spirituality. The material
ism is Imposed by hard economic
conditions. It Is the product of an
age long anxiety about tomorrow's
rice and is not to be counteracted
by the influence of the petty
lift them above sordid anxieties.
Remorse.
An agent in a flourishing western
town writes as follows regarding
pangs of conscience experienced by
a former loss claimant The claim.
ant's method of easing his mind it
unique and possesses the advantage
of economy. . The letter Is as follows
"We had a call this day from the
Rev. , formerly of this city,
who had a loss with you In 1892. He
wanted to know the amount paid him
on the loss, Which he thinks was
only a paint damage of from $12 to
$14. He now concludes that it might
not have been right for him to have
accepted the money for the painting,
as he says the building really needed
painting at the time: He would now
like to have the payment which was
made him considered a donation from
"ou."
Sterilizing Liquids.
Perfect sterilization of liquids by
means of filtration only seems to be
made possible on a large scale
through a process originated by two
French scientists and reported to the
Academy of Scientists at a recent
meeting. It is known that membranes
of collodion have the property of re
taining all the microbes in a liquid
filtered through them. But they are
very fragile and therefore impractical
outside of the laboratory. By re-e- n
forcing the collodion membrane with
a fine wire screen Imbedded in it. Just
as a pane of glass is thus
the two scientists constructed a filter
not only strong enough for practical
purposes but so effective as to ex.
elude even molecules of salts dis
solved in the liquid.
Well Informed.
"There goes one of our greatest ex
plorers."
"You don't say!"
'Yes. He knows where the sock
department is located in a dozen de
partment stores."
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
uslnees transactions, and financially
ble to carry out any obligations made
y bis firm.
WALDING, RINNAN & MARVIN.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c per
bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Puis for consti-atio-
The sweetest music to many a man,
comes when he blows his own horn.
Hay Fever, Asthma and Summer Colds
Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound will do it
hi M. Stewart. 134 Wolfram St, Chi
cago, writes: "I have been greatly
troubled during the not summer
months with hay fever and find that
by using Foley's Honey and Tar Com.
pound 1 get great relief." Many others
who suffer similarly will be glad to
benefit by Mr. Stewart's experience.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Many a man's good luck consists
principally of not being found out.
Seemed to ulve Him a New Stomach
"I suffered intensely after eating
and no medicine or treatment I tried
seemed to do any good," writes H. M.
Youngpeters, Editor of The Sun, Lake
View, Ohio. "The first few doses of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab-
lets gave me surprising relief and the
second bottle seemed to give me a
new stomach and perfectly good
health." For sale by all druggists.
Few of us ever bury the hatchet
without marking the spot.
Loss of Time Means Loss of Pay
Kidney trouble and the Ills it breeds
means lost time and lost pay to many
a working man. M. Balent, 1214 Lit
tie Penna St., Streator, ill., was so
bad from kidney and bladder trouble
that he could not work, but he says
i took Foley Kidney Pills for only a
short time and got entirely well and
was soon able to go back to work,
and am feeling well and healthier than
before." Foley Kidney Pills are tonic
in action, quick in results a good
friend to the working man or woman
who suffers from kidney pills. O. G
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Without enthusiasm but little would
be accomplished.
Cuts and bruises may be healed in
about one-thir-d the time required by
the usual treatment by applying Cham
berlain's Liniment. It is an antiseptic
and causes jucn injuries to heal with
out maturation. This liniment also re
lieves soreness of the muscles and
rheumatic pains. . For sale by all drug
gists. .
If a man has a reputation for being
a bad egg don't try to beat him.
Many a Suffering Woman
Drags herself painfully through her
daily tasks, suffering from backache
headache, nervousness, loss of appe
tite and poor sleep, not knowing her
ills are due to kidney and bladder trou
bles. Foley Kidney Pills give quick
relief from pain and misery and
prompt return to health and strength,
No woman who so suffers can afford
to overlook Foley Kidney Pills. O. G
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Even marriage sometimes turns oiit
to be an agreeable disappointment,
Buy it now. Now is the time to buy
a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Choi
era and Djtarrhoea Remedy.' It is al-
most certain to be needed before the
summer is over. This remedy has no
superior. For sale by all druggists,
When money is tight It prevents
lot of men from becoming so.
Do not allow your kidney and blad
der trouble to develop beyond the
reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid
ney Pills. They give quick results and
stop irregularities with surprising
promptness. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
All men are ambitious. Some are
ambitious to live without work.
A well known Des Moines woman
after suffering miserably for two days
rom bowel complaint was cured by
one dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol
era and Diarrhoea Remedy. For sale
by all druggists.
Be foolish tomorrow, if you will, but
be wise today.
'
'
Mftrjk nnnnlAniati fin A vnmAfl. JLT--
suffering from kidney and bladder
trouble than ever before, and each
year more of them turn for quick re-
lief and permanent benefit to Foley's
tuaney Kemedy, which nas proven u--
nelf tn.ha An a nf rriA moat Affivt.lvn
remedies for kidney and bladder ail-
ments, that medical science has de-
vised. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
Can a man love a woman he's afraid
of
Foley Kidney Pills will check the
progress of your kidney and bladder
trouble and heal by removing the
cause. Try them. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
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HATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a
Ins. No ad to occupy less space than
two lines. All advertisements charg
ed will be booked at space actually
t, without regard to number of
werds. Cash In advance preferred,
Wanted
WANTED Dining room girl. 403
Railroad avenue.
WANTED Position by first class
seamstress, address Box 632, Las Ve
gas.
WANTED Operator to copy Asso
ciated Press report over The Optic's
leased wire, dally except Sunday,
11:30 to 2:30. Call on city editor.
WANTED Board and room in pri
vate family for man and 10 year
old boy. Care of boy during day.
Close in preferred. Adress L. M. K.
care of Optic.
WANTED Healthseeker agents for
our "Healthseeker's Guide to the
Southwest." Light work, good pro
fit Write Excelsior Pub. Co., Mon-
rovia, Calif.
WANTED Man and wife to work for
same family, woman must be an
average good cook and man capable
of milking and doing general work
about the house. Apply to General
Secretary Y. M. C. A.
For Sale
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
scriptions. Notary seals and rec
ords at The Optic ojflce.
FOR SALE White Wyandotte hens.
$8 and $10 per doz., according to
quality. .Mrs. M- - E. Johnson, Hum-
boldt, Kan.
For Rent
FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. Apply 921 Lincoln avenue.
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, bath, electric
lights, etc., excellent location. '918
Eighth street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room. All modern conveniences
Private home. Address X, Optic
FOR RENT Two newly furnished
rooms, lights, bath and toilet No
health seekers. 918 Jackson ave-
nue. Call at 509 Sixth street.
Planking down Laying
'
a board- -
walls.
V
' W Or
w
READ for PROFIT
j Use for Result
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE.RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN-
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit.
TONIC IN ACTION . QUICK IN RESULTS
O. G. SCHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.
Br JEANNE LOIZEAUX
CConrritftit, tan. br AnocUted LiMrary Prra.)
I Kan, hot and freckled and happy,
swung from the links to the lawn,
and threw her clubs with a rattle at
Virginia's feet. That blonde, rather
fretful person, drew back her Immac-
ulate white skirt Nan laughed.
"Why all the sudden finery? Wear
white flannel, like me. This is not
bo beautiful, but lt'a quality it
fetands wear and tear, and It's pleas-lan- t
doesn't make folks nervous
About touching it!"
Virginia sniffed. So that's your
definition of quality. I wonder If the
kiew girl Is quality! Wonder what
Liza Stanton to ask her to an
Indefinite bouse party! Who Is she
where is she from?"
Nan laughed again.
"Well, you look like a wild Indian,
Nan. Better go In for clinging things
find Vere de Vere repose, like this
MIbs Lelth Story. Go round the cor-
ner to the grape arbor and you'll see
the reason for my change of heart
and attire. She reclines in a ham-
mock, in a billow of pale blue gown,
with tiny white slippers, tiny white
bands, and an untanned skla. A
blue cushion throws her yellow hair
Into relief. And beside her, looking
very sentimental, and reading washy
verse aloud, sits your especial ad-
mirer, one Terry Lawrence. The
charmer has him in leash!" Vir-
ginia's self-contr- was not ber strong
point. "Therefore, men love help-
less, unathletic females. Get busy
with cold cream and curling Irons,
hed short skirts and trip over draper-
ies, and you may get him back!"
"You must be feeling the heat."
commented Nan. "Tour talk Is de-
mented I Terry doesn't belong to me
he's only a good neighbor from
childhood. And I like to look at Lelth
Story myself I believe Mrs. Stanton
knew her mother at school. I'm go-
ing in It'll take me an hour to get
clean."
Virginia followed, feeling strained
and cross. She stuck her bead In at
Nan's door a moment.
"Nan," she said, "don't mind my
cattlshness. Perhaps she Is quality,
but somehow she doesn't Impress me
o. This heat Is making a peevish
witch of me!"
Nan, after she was gone, thought a
pttle. From her window she could
see the arbor, a bit of pale blue, and
a long, lean, masculine figure draped
over a rustio seat In an adoring atti-
tude. It was not like Terry to be
ridiculous, and she had missed play-
ing golf with him that afternoon-Je- rry
Peters was not very Interesting.
Was Terry in love with the new glrlT
Putting on her fresh white dress, and
liiling up her soft brown hair In Its
visual simplicity. Nan told herself that
be had a tight to fall la love as he
pleased. But be rather wished she(were a little less freckled, a little less
hlarmlngly healthy in appearance.
Miss Story's extreme fragility made
ber feel Amazonian.
At dinner, Terry was all eyes for
Lelth Story. Nan laughed with, and
at, Jerry, Virginia was high-bre- d and
bored. Mrs. Stanton, when the meal
was over, excused herself for some
letter-writin- and sent oft a missive
that read after this manner:
"Come here ior a little while and
straighten out the tangle Terry is
getting himself and me into. Against
my will I asked Leith Story here-b- ad
to for her mother's sake but
she's like ber father's people. I don't
know the girl, but Terry is at her
feet. And Nan, sweet and wholesome
as ever, seems not even to see, let
alone to rescue him against bis will.
Perhaps Leith la only flirting I can't
quite make her out, but I don't
Just care for her. Come down and see
for yourself I'll meet you at the sta-
tion at any time you mention.
"Lovingly, Liza."
One morning shortly after Mrs.
Lawrence appeared casually enough,
and was warmly welcomed. Nan, the
(motherless, had always loved her
neighbor, and Terry was
devoted. The old gentlewomen knew
the world and Its ways. She quietly,
tout persistently cultivated Miss Leith
Ctory, who was perfectly polite, but
not over friendly. Terry, in some
vague way, was aware that his time
was being taken up, that he was be
ing Interfered with.
Virginia rather wistfully watched
things as was her wont She saw
Mrs. Stanton, Terry's mother, Peters,
always somebody, about the new girl,
Ehe herself kept In the background
she would seek no man, not even
erry, to whom her heart reached
out In spite of herself.
Things went on, quiet outwardly,
but In a rather strained way. Nan
was much outdoors, often alone In
ber canoe on the little lake not far
away. One monrlng she went out
ery early, before the sun was well
up.. Rounding a little point she came
across Terry In another boat, his
iarm8 full of water lilies, half open.
iHe greeted her In the old boy-wa-
"Hello! Early bird you are! 1
came out to get Miss Story some ill- -
lies she doesn't have 'em where she
lives."
Nan gave a glance at the banks,
but Terry answered her glance.
"Oh, sne isn't witn me. i sup-
pose she's still asleep she Isn't
much for exercise. And Nan! I hope
you won't overdo It Yesterday
mtw you out there In that hot sun
on te links, bare-heade- You'll get
sunstroke!"
The glri looked at him in puzzle-
ment. She had never worn a hat
along, talking, dawdling. Boiore
they knew it the sky suddenly be-
came very black. He turned back In-
stantly, and Terry tried to hurry
her, but her high heels Interfered.
And she was a little fretful. Also,
she was visibly afraid. There was
literally no shelter In sight, and the
nearest out building of the Stanton
place was nearly a half mile away.
Rain began to fall, thunder rolled nd
a fierce flash of lightning cut the
clouds. She put her hands over her
eyes, but he took her arm and tried
to help her on, supporting her.
"If we hurry, we won't get very
wet," he soothed, and taking off his
white flannel coat put It about her.
"You see, trees are not a safe place
in a thunder storm. I must get you
home some way; don't be afraid. It
was careless of me not to heed what
Nan said."
Nan that tomboy!" she said ir
ritably. "But she happened to know
for once!"
Terry's defense of Nan rushed al
most to his lips he suddenly loved
her boyish, outdoor traits. It was
better than this foolish helplessness.
He would have liked to shake Lelth
Story.
The rain' was beginning to come
down smartly now, and the road was
slippery. She clung to him and he
held the ridiculous rose-colore- d para
sol over her.
Then a sudden crash of thunder
made- - her scream and hold tight to
him. He tried to get her to go on,
but in vain. And then rescue came.
Around a corner came a little
covered phaeton, old Dawson driv-
ing. Nan. macklntoehed, rubber- -
booted, got out, smiling, level-heade-
"I knew you'd be caught I came
after Miss Leith." She aided Terry
In getting the girl In beside the
coachman, wet and complaining, her
hair uncurled and beginning to
string over her face, her white slip-
pers heavy with black mud. . She
hardly thanked Nan, but the girl did
not mind that Terry was giving her
a beaming look of thanks.
"Drive Miss Story 'round to the
side door Susan will be ready for
her, Dawson," commanded Nan.
Tm going to walk In with Mr. Law- -
fence.
Lelth protested faintly.
Nan stopped her. "We're both
ducks! We used to get away from
mother and put on old things and
get wet purposely and we both love
a warm rain don't we, TerryT"
He nodded as the vehicle turned,
and faced Nan, her hair curling
about the edges of her water-proo- f
cap. The phaeton went its way.
"I never was so glad to be rescued
In all my llf. Nan. Blessings on
you! Seems as if I had found the
comrade-ange- l of old times!"
She walked thankfully, blissfully
beside him in the steady rain, splash
ing In the mud with her little rubber- -
booted feet. She smiled at him.
Nan "it was horrid of you to
Bay things about me to Lelth Story.
What made you? It isn't like you.1
She looked her astonishment. "Didn't
you tell her you were dead sick of
having a mere neighbor always at
your heels like a retriever?" Her
look made him aware that she had
never said a word of the sort His
wet hand went out for hers, and she
gave it to him frankly.
"Some folks," she said gravely,
"are quality, and some are not. It
shows In the way they stand daily
wear and tear. Don't you think so,
Terry?"
He stopped In the muddy road to
give her a happy but very wet kiss.
She Was Well Protected.
"Sal, they've got a woman pitcher
for one of dese teams, ain't they?"
"Sure. Haven't you seen her?"
"Nope. Who's de thin guy watchin'
de tickets go In de box?" .
"Dat's her husband."
"An' who's de whiskers tendin'
gate?"
"Dat's her father."
"Den I suppose de bat boy is her
brother."
"Correct"
8ome Fall.
"You were in on the ground floor
of the schemer
"No, I was in the cupola; when
the bottom dropped out I fell clear
Into the subceUar." Puck.
Pure Distilled Water
PHONE
ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
f of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thirty Is worth most.
' That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some- -'
one who reads the ads. in i this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaperi want
I (and are anxious to find and pay cash for)Jbooks, automobiles,
f used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers , of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
.
best markets! , .
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NOTICE Gelse, $40; a piece of land fronting50 feet on north side of Douglas ave 22, 23. 24, 25, Mrs. Mattie Green,
inches of lot 15, 18, 17, fronting onthe north side of National avenue g
rt the alley between Fourth
coin avenue beginning at alley be-
tween Sixth and Seventh streets, and
running thence east for 42 feet, H. G.
Coors, $33.60; lot C subdivision of
nue, beginning at the alley between
7n ,Da nntx 8treeU!' R- - J- - Taupert,Jan. tsocn- - ih. e; ,
28, 29, S3, Investment ft Agency cor-
poration, $20 each; Iota 31, 32, and
south half of 33. E. O. Thomas, $50;
lots 34. 35, and north half of 83, W.
E. Robertson, $50; lots D, E, F, Maria
and Aurella M. Baca, $20 each .
Sec 16. The following, described
lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, fronting 60 feetwb on ItTVb VI 1U 3 1 j, jv,Block, 18. leu 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. . Mrs,
Z0 each; lot 26, 27, 28, Fletcher E.
England, $20 each; rear 25 feet of lota
1, 2, fronting 25 feet on Washington
avenue, Charles H. Stevenson, $20.
Block 38 ; lots 1, 2, 3, 4. Florence H.
Sterns, $20 each; lots 5, 6, 7, 8, F. H.
Crail, $20 each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12. Mary
L Davis, $20 each; lots 13, 14, George
17, fronting 85 feet on the north side of Ion north side of Lincoln avenue, A. H.
WHEREAS, by resolution entered
of record, the City Council of the City
of Las Vegas, New Mexico, has declar-
ed It to bo necessary and proper, In
the opinion ot the said City Council,to have constructed and maintained a
ewer In a portion of the said City ofLas Vegas, which la described as
Dillon, $20 each; lota 4, 5, Herbert W.
Brown, $20 each; lota 6, 7, A. A. Jones
$20 each; Iota 8, 9, F. O. Blood, $20
each; lota 10, 11, E. L. Goff, $20 each;
lot 12, 13. 14, 15, 16. 17, 18, 19, 20. 21.
22, 23, Trinidad G. de Baca, $20 each;
lota 24, 25, E. G. Murpheyy. $20 each;lots 26. 27, 23, 29. 30, 31, Trinidad G.
de Baca, $20 each; lots 32. 33, Frank
Roy, $20 each; lota 34, 35, 36, C.
$20 each; lots 37, 33, heirs
National Ave. from the corner of N. Harris, $40; lot B, being subdivisionM. A. Grlswold, $20 each; lots 7, 8, 9,10, 11, 12. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. H, tlonal avenue and Fifth street, Mar- - pieces of land are assessed theof lots 7, 8, 9. 10, 11, 12, fronting 50feet on north side of Lincoln avenue,U. Coors, $20 each.Block 19; lots 11. 12, 13, 14. W. H, amounts herein designated:
A piece of lan J In Block 2 of the ReyOptio Publishing Co., $40; lot A. beShultz. $20 each; lot 15, J. H. Smith.
jone Hume Strickfadden, $68; lots
18, 19, 20. 21. heirs of F. B. January$20 each; lota 22, 23, Mrs. Cora S.
Fenner. 20 each; lots 24. 25, 26, F. H.
Pierce, $20 each: lota 27. 23. Chas.
nolds and Harrofd addition and com-
prising lota 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14.
ing subdiri-Jo- n of lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, fronting 50 feet on north side of
Lincoln avenue, Nathaniel Fetterman,
Arnot, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, F. S.
Brush, $20 each; lots 18, 19, 20, H. J.
Mueller, $20 each; lota 21, 22, 23, 24,
J C. & Marvlna Johnsen, $20 each;
lota 25, 26, 27, 28, and 34 feet on rear
of F. B. January. $20 each; lots 33,
$20; lots 16, 17. 18, 19, H. W. Kelly.
$20 each: lots 20. 21, 22, 23. Kate
Wright, $20 each; lots 24, 25, Bertha
The main line of the Atchison,
ka and Santa Fe railway company Rosenthal. $20 each. IE, 16. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27. 28, 29. 30, 3132, thereof and fronting 300 feet on
40, Mrs. J. A. Patterson, $20 each;
lots 41, 42, Ethel M. Bowen, $20 each.
Block 5; lot 1, Adolph Teltle
$40; lots 13, 14. Chris WIegand, $20
each; lot 15, Peter Roth, $20; lot 16,Chambers, $20 each; lots 26, 27, Ben Block 30; lota 1. 2. 3. Airs. Olive
on the east; Lincoln avenue to Tentb
street on the South; on the west by of lots 27, 28, which latter faces Wash- - Friedman avenue, St. Anthony's San-- 1Coles, $20 each Boucher. $20 each; lots 4, 5, 6. Las Ve J. M. Cunningham, $20; lots 17, 18, lntgon avenue, Mrs. Evallne C. Bena line from the center of the Inter Sec 3. The lota and pieces of tartum, $240.
A piece of land on the east side of
baum, $20; lot 2 Tranquilino Gonza-
les 20; lots 3, 4, Carrie Bellejamin, $107.20.gas Savings Bank, $20 each; lots 7,3, 9, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal. $20 each:section of Tenth street and Lincoln
A. O. Wheeler, $20 each; lots 19, 20,
Mrs. M. J. Reilly, $43.20; lot 21,land in the San Miguel Town Co's ad- aenue, thence north to Columbia ave dition are assessed as follows: Block 89, lots 1, 2, 3, Frank$20 each; lota 4, 5, 6, Atchison,the east 60 feet of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, Vogt, $20 each; lot 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, Mrs,Trinidad G. de Baca, $20 each; lots 28,nue; thence along Columbia avenue heirs of F.
B. January, $18; lot 22,
Mrs. Pauline Graaf, $18; lot 23 frontBlock 19; lots A, B, C, D, being sub Topeka & Santa Fe railway Co., $20
Railroad avenue and bounded on tho
north by Main avenue and extending
thence 150 feet south, Atchison, To-pa-ke
ft Santa Fe Railway Co., $120.
A piece of land lying on the east
is, rrontmg on National avenue, $48,
M. M. Snndt; the west 82 feet 3 Inchdivision of lots 1, 2, 3, Mrs. S. A. Chaf-- 29, 30, Browne & Manzanares Co., $20east to Eighth street; thence northto Raynolds avenue: thence east tin, fronting 75 feet on Railroad ave each; lots 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, C. D.es of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, fronting
ing 25 feet, Chris WIegand, $20; lot
24, fronting 40 feet on Sixth street,
Chris WIegand. $32.
on Raynolds avenue to Sixth street nue, $60; lots E, F. being subdivision Boucher, $20 each; lots 41, 42. Ed Sah- -on National avenue, Francis H. Olney,thence south to Baca avenue; thence ner $20 each; lot 5, Juan Sandoval, $20.
each; lots 7, 8, Wm. P. Mills, $20 each;
lots 9, 10, Mrs. Laura F. Blood, $20
each; lota 1L 12, 13, 14, F. H. Pierce
$20 each: lots D. E. F, fronting 75
feet on Columbia avenue, Mrs. Otto
Grimm, $60; lota A. B. C, fronting
b5.80; lots 20. 21. 22. 23, 24, 25, 26, Block 11; lots 1, 2, J. K, Martin, side of Kailroad avenue and boundedon the south by Lincoln avenue and
extending thence north a distance of
of lots 1, 2, 3, fronting 53 feet on Na-
tional avenue, P. D. McElroy, $40; lot
4, Mrs. S. A. Chaff! n, $20; lots 6, 6,
Sec. 12. The iota and pieces of land27, 28, M. M. Sundt, $20 each; the foleast along Baca avenue to Fourth
street; thence In a line midway be $20 each; lots 3, 4, Jacob Kenestrick$20 each; lot 5, Mrs. Rosana Kenes In the Ilfeld ft Baca addition are aslowing subdivisions of what la knowntween Baca and Washington avenues sessed as followsHenry Dinwoody, $20 each; lots 7, 8,
Mrs. L. H. Kerlee, $20 each; lota 9, 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Ed S,
825 feet, Atchison, Topeka ft Santa
Fe Railway Co., $660.
A piece of land bounded on th
from Fourth street to Grand avenue trick, $20; lots 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, ThomasFoster, $20 each; lota 7, 8, M. L. Coo-lev- .
$20 each; lota 13, 14, 15, 16. D. C.
as Phillips subdivision of lots 10. 11,
12,13,14; lot designated as O, fronting
25 feet on National avenue, H. A.
Wise, $20; lot designated as 1. front
thence on Garfield avenue to the said 10, Dnmaeio Montano, $20 each; lots Lewis, $60; lots 19, 20, 21, 22, LauraC. Witten, $20 each; lota 23, 24, The
Block 2, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, M. L. Cooley
$20 each; lots 5 ,6, 7, Mary L. Davis,
$20 each; lota 8, 9, 10, William J.
Milla, $20 each; lota 11, 12, E. W. Hart
north by Main avenue, on the east bymain line of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway company on the Mutual Improvement Co., $20 each;Winters, $20 each; lots 17, 18, M. L.Cooley, $20 each; lot 19, Mrs. M. 3.
23. 29, Southwestern Building & Loan
association, $20 each; lot 30, Thos.
F. Clay $20; lota 31, 32, Chas. H. Clay,
ing 40 feet on corner of Grand and Na Grand avenue, and on the west byFifth street, fronting 75 feet onlot s25, 26, Mrs. Katherlne Eartcksoneast, tional, Mary J. AVise, $32; lot desig McDonald, ,20; lots 20, 21, Investment $20 each; lota 27, 28, Mrs. Anna M. $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16, L. E.
Trainer, $20 each; lots 17, 18, Mrs. Grand avenue, Archbishop J. B. M- -nated as 2, fronting 29 feet on Grand Shout, $20 each.& Agency corporation, $20 each; lot
22, Sarah E. Atkins, $20; lot 23, heirs Hattie L. Thompson and R. J. Taupert taval, $60.A piece of land on the northwest
$20 each: lot 33, Nellie Parish, $20;
lot 34, Nellie Parish $17.60; lot 35
and the north 3 feet of lot 34, H. B.
Martinez, $22.40; lot 36, Southwest
Block 40, lota 1, 2, Clarence Iden,avenue, H. A. Wise, $23.20; lots de-
signated as 3, 4, fronting 75 feet on
WHEREAS, the said City Councilhas elected that the whole ot the
cost of eald construction shall be as-
sessed against the lots and pieces of
$20 each; lots 3, 4, 5, Mrs. Nellie $20 each; lota 19, 20, Daniel Stern,$20 each.Grand avenue, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal.
$60.
ot F. B. January, $20; lot 24, the Agua
Pure Co. of Las Vegas. $20; the south
fifty feet of lot 24, fronting BO feet
on Seventh street beginning at the
ern Building & Loan Association, $20; Schaefer, 20 each; lots 6, 7, A, OWheeler. $2 each; lots 8, 9, 10, A. A Block 3; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, B. F. For
corner of Main avenue and Eighth
street and fronting 58.2 feet on norvx
side of Main avenue, Mrs. Marie Hay-
ward, $46,56. '
land situate In said portion of the lots 37, 33 Southwestern Building & Block 31: lots 1, 2, 3, P. J. Murphy,city or in said sewer district and abut Jones, $20 each; lot 11, Alice R. Long
$20; lot 12. C. H. Schirmer, $20; lotsting on the line of said sewer, or so alley between Lincoln and Douglas
avenuee, heirs of F. B. January. $40.
A piece of land on the north side ,of
Main avenue beginning 58.2 feet from
Loan association, $20 each; a piece of
lnnd fronting 60 feet on south side of
National avenue, being the rear sixty
feet, of lots 37. 38. E. N. Wild, $48.
13, 14, Alice R. Long, $20 each; thenear thereto as to be. in the opinion
$20 each; lot 4, Marcos Garduno, $20;
lots 5, 6, Investment & Agency Cor-
poration, $20 each; lots 7, 8, Mrs. E.
S. de Borrego, $20 each; lots 9, 10,
sythe and Evallne C. Benjamin, $20
each; lots 6, 7, Mrs. Emma F. Tamme,
$20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, Simon Bachar-
ach, $20 each; lota 11, 12, 13, 14, W.
R. Tipton, $20 each; lota 15, 16, 17,
18, Jessie E. Haydon, $20 each; lots
19, 2Q, Mae Henry, $20 each.
Block 12, lota 1, 2, 3, 4, Emma Ket- - west one half of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,of the said City Council, benefited the N. W. corner of Main avenue and
20, fronting 75 feet on Columbia aveby the construction thereof; Eighth street and extending thencner and J. M. Tumbull, $20 each; lots5, 6, Bertie Q. Jameson, $20 each;Block 20. lots 1, 2, A. G. Zummach, nue, B. S. Gowan, $60; the east halfAnd Whereas, the said City Council 86.2 feet west, Chae. F. Hummel,Damaeio Gallegos, $20 each; lot 1t,Adolph Teltlebaum, $20; lots 12, 13,
Manuel F. Bustos, $20 each; lot 15,
$20 each: lots 3, 4, Mrs. Hulda Rosen-
thal, $20 each; lots 5, 6, 7, $20 each; of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, fronting $68.96.has ordained, Sec. 13. The lota and pieces of
lots 7, 8, Las Vegas Town Co., $20
each: lots 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, L. C.
Ilfeld. $20 each; lots 15. 16, 17, 18.
75 feet on Columbia avenue, Sophie A piece of land on the north sidelot 8, fronting 60 feet on Grand ave Seneca T. Kline, $20; lots 16, 17 D. Moise, $60: lots 21, 22, Sadie S. land in the Elston addition are assess-
ed as follows:nue, Lydia M. McNair and ConstanceSec. 1. That each of the followinglots and pieces of land abuts on the fronting 50 feet on Railroad avenue, Las Vegas Town Co., $20 each; lotL Parsons, $48; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, Ly MeClanahan, $20 each; lota 23, 24, EE. W. Layton, $20 each; lots 25 ,26, Lot 1, fronting 40.5 feet on Seventh
of Main avenue, beginning at a point
144.4 feet from the N. W. corner of
Main avenue and Eighth street and
extending thence 61.5 west, Lizzie T.
Mary Colville, $40: lots 18, 19, fronttine of the said sewer to be construct 19, Mrs. Mattie S. Green, $20; lots 20il, Alfred Nolette, $20 each; lots 23,dia M. McNair and Constance I lng 50 feet on Naional avenue and aed In the said portion or district of Norman and Jean G. Skinner. $20
each; lota 27, 28, A. J. Wertz, $20Parsons, $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16,
street, lot 38, fronting 40.5 feet on
Sixth street. Southwestern Realty Co.
$64.80; lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
part thereof fronting 50 feet on Rai1- - 24, A. O. TJ. W. R. E. & I., $20 each. Carpenter, $41.20.the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico, Toad avenue, Seneca T .Kline, $40 Sec 5. The lots and pieces of land each.fronting 100 feet on Main avenue,Archbishop J. B. Pitaval, $80; a piece A piece of land on the north side1?, 13, 14, 15, 16,' 17, 18, 37, Southwestm the Blanchard & Co's addition are Block 50; lots A. B. subdivision oflots 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29, Kate Wright, S20 each: the rear ern Realty Co., $20 each; north oneassessed as follows:
or is so near to the line of the said
sewer as to be, In the opinion of the
said City Council, benefited by the
construction thereof, and each and
every one thereof is therefore hereby
of land on the east side of Fifth
street at the alley between
Main and National avenues and front- -
75 feet of lot 20 frontlue 75 feet on Block 5, lots 1, 2, 3, Marie Sellar
of Main avenue beginning at the Inter-
section of Main and National avenuea
and running thence east 751.4 feet
New Mexico Normal University,
$601.12.
half of lot 25, Southwestern Rea'ty
Co., $10; lots B. C. Mae Henry,
$20 each: lots A. 19, Mrs. Anna V.
National avenue, Kate Wright, $60 Bullard, $20 each; lots 4, 5, 6, Terri
17, 18, 19, 20, heirs of Mrs. S. C. Gale,
$40; lots C. D. E.,' same subdivision,
Ambroslo Sandoval, $60; lot F, same
subdivision, unknown, $20; lots A. B.
subdivision of lots 21, 22, Margaret
lng 50 feet south from said alley, Mts.Im 30i Mra. M. Solt, $20; lots 31. 32, tory of New Mexico, $20 each; lot 7,Hulda Rosenthal, $40; lots 17, 18, F.assessed the amount hereinafter de-
signated, such amount being the pro A. A. Jones, $20; lot 8, unknown, $20; A piece of land on the west side ofShout,
$20 each; lots D. E. F., George
A. Fleming, $20 each ; lots 20, 21, FredO. Blood, $20 each: lots 19, 20, Alex lots 9, 10, First National Bank of Las Eighth street extending 60.4 feetWesterman, $20 each; lots 22. 23, 24,Levy. $20 each: lots 21, 22, 23. Clin-
ton A. Browning, $20 each.
Burns, $40; lot C, same subdivision,
Fellcita Townsley, $20; lot D, same
subdivision, Mrs. j. B. Logan, $20; lot
Vegas. $20 each; lots 11, 12, Monte-flor- e
Congregation, $20 each; lots 13,
Kate Wright, $20 each, lot 33, Jno.
J. Robosser, $20; lot 34, First Nation-
al bank of Lns Vegas, $20; lots 35,
36, 37, 38, S. Colvin, $20 each.
Block 32, lot 1, Adolph Teltlebaum,
$20; lots 2, 3, Mrs. G. M. Roberts. $20
each: lot 4, Adolph Teltlebaum, $16,25;
north from the alley between Nation-
al and Grand avenuea, N. Fontaine,2o, 26, 27, Mutual Improvement Co.,$20 each; lots 28, 29, F. H. Clark,
portionate frontfoot share of each of
such lots and pieces of land of the
total cost of constructing the said
sewer within the portion or district
of the said city above described.
14, 15, 16, R. B. Rice, $20 each; lotsBlock 21, south 120 feet of lots 1, 2,fronting 75 feet on Main avenue, E, same subdivision, unknown, $20. $40.32.17, 18, Alice H. Rice, $20 each; lots Sec. 9. The lota and pieces of land A piece of land on the west sld$60; the north 40 feet of lots 1. 2, 3,
$20 each; lots 30, 31, 32, J. H. York,
$20 each; lots 33, 34, 35, and south
half of lot 36, M. M. Padgett, $70.
13, 20, 21, Joseph Wight, $20 each; in the RIedllnger addition are assess of Eighth street beginning at a pointfronting 40 feet on Fifth street, Mrs. lots 22, 23, 24, C. W. Hill, Jr., $20 each, ed as follows: 50.4 feet from the alley between NarHulda Rosenthal, $32; lots 4, I, Sec 14. The lots and pieces of
lots 5, 6, Vldal Saiazar. $20 each; lot
6. Kate Wright, $20: lots 7, 8, 9, Alex-
ander McElroy, $20 each: lots 10, 11,
Sea 6. The lots and pieces of land Lots 1, 2, 3, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal tlonal and Grand avenuea and exMrs. Jeanette C. Rtchley, $20 each; land In the Buena Vista addition arein the Lucero addition are assessed $20 each: lots 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. J. C,
Sec 2. The lots and pieces of
land in the Lopez or Zion Hill addi-
tion are assessed as follows:
Block 13 A; lota 1, 2, 3, 4, owned
by Belden & Mills, $20 each; lot 5,
lots 6, 7, 8, Mrs. O. B. Williams, $20 assessed aa follows: tending thenoe north 50.8 feet J.M. Bentley. $40.32.as follows: Schlott, $20 each; lots 9, 10.11,12,13,12, Vlotorlno Abeytla, $20 each; lot13, Genoveva Valdez, $20: lots 14, 15, Block 43, lots 6, 7, Dove Wilson andBlock 1, lot 1, Thos. F. Clay, $20;each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, Mrs. O. B. Wil-liam and Mary Frances Jones, $20 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, W. E. Crltes, $20 A piece of land on the southwest16, 17, 18, 19, J. V. Grlswold, $20 each. each: lota 19, 20, 21, Anna E. Mayer,owned by Mrs. B. Danziger, $20; lot lota 2, 3, C. V. Hedgeock, $20 each;
lot 4, Emma E. Raywood, fronting 30
corner of National avenue and Eighth
street fronting 75 feet on EighthBlock 33,: lots 1, 2. Rokeby Realty $20 each; lots 22, Chas. Mayer, $20;20 owned by Mrs. Minnie Clay, $20;
Esther Robhins, $20 each; lots 8, 9,
J. C. & Marvlna Johnson, $20 each;
lota 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, A. H. Whit-more- ,
$20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, P. R,
Page, $20 each; lot 18 and south half
each; lots 13 ,14, 15, 16, H. J. Ryan,
$20 each: lots 17. 18, Hortense A.
Ruby, $20 each: lots 13, 20, Lydia M. lots 23, 24, Mrs. L. D. Coleman Rus street. First Methodist EpiscopalCo.,
$20 each; lot 3, H. J. Franklin
$20: lots 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, Lydia J. Hous
the west 12 feet of lot 21, owned by
Mrs. Minnie E. Clay, $9.60; lots 21,
feet, $24; lots 5, 6, fronting 37 feet,
Chas. Ilfeld $29.60: lot designated as
O fronting 60 feet on National ave
sell, $20 each; lots 25, 26, unknown, church, $60.McNair, $20 each; lots 21. 22. 23, 24 ton. $20 each:, lots 5, 6. Adolph TettI $20 each. A piece of land beginning at mnorth 50 feet fronting 'on Fifth street, kaflnl $20 each: lots 11, 12, heirs of Sec. 10. The lota and pieces of land of lot 19, Mrs. Louisa R. Layton, $30;north half of lot 19 and all of lot 20, point 119.3 feet from the southwestHelen C. Koeble $40; middle 50 feet Louis Ransom. $2Ti each: lots 13. 14, in the Pablo Baca addition are assess corner of National avenue and Eighth
nue from the N. W. corner of Nation-
al and Elfhth. Bessie Cavanaugh. $48.
Block 2: lots 7, 8, Jos. M. Sundt,
$20 each: lot 9. A. A. Sena, $20: lot
Frank Peppard, $30; lota 21, 22. 23.ed as follows:of same lots fronting on Fifth street.O W. Hereford $40; south 50 feet of
22, 23, 24, owned by American Chris-
tian Missionary society, $20 each.
Block 14, lots 1, 2, owned by A. A.
Jones, $20 each; a piece of land on
the west side of Seventh street, be-
ginning at the alley between Main
and Dougrlas avenues and fronting 44
Mrs. L. D. Coleman Russell, $20 each
Mrs. Lou Butler. $20 each: lots 15. 16.
Joseph G. Brown. $20 each.
Block 34: lots 11. 12, I. K. Lewis,
Block B: lots C fronting 42.5 feet.
street ana fronting thence west 40
feet on south side of National avenue,
Henry Goke, $32.Block 44, lota 6, 7. Mrs. R. Flint.10. Mrs. A. A. Sena. $20: lot. It. Mrs.same lots, fronting on Fifth street,Felix Strauss, $40. Mrs. Mattie Green, $34; lot 1, front-ing 50 feet, Mrs. Mattie Green. $40:$20 each: lot 13, Shlloh Colored. Bap Lilly S. Hodson, $20: lots 12. 13. 14, $20 each lots 8, 9. 10, 11, H. G. Coors$20 each: lota 12, 13, 14, Emma Ad- -Block 22. lot 5, Heirs of H. P. 15, 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21, J. S. Raynolds lots 2, 3, 4, Mateo Lujan $20 each; Ion, $20 each; the west 84 feet of lotsBrowne. $20: lots 6.. .7. Mrs. Johanna $2.1 each. lots 5, 6, A. C. Erb. $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, 18 fronting 84 feet onR. Vollmer, $20 each: Jot 8, Mrs. L. J.
tist church, $20; lot 14, Unknown,$?; lots 15. 1, Ohas. W. Allen. $20
each: lots 17. 18, 19, 20, 21. S. D. May,
$20 each: lo 22. Ipnado Valdes. $20.
See. 4. The lota and pieces of land
Sec. 7. The lots and pieces of land
A piece of land beginning at a point159.3 feet from the southwest corner
of National avenue and Eighth street
and fronting thence west 37. 2 feet or
the south side of avenue.
Las Vegas Savings bank, $29.76.A plecs of land beginning at a point,136.5 feet tram the inwhwntt
Washington avenue, D. T. Hoskins,Perrlne, ana Jno, w. jonee, ioi
9. Mrs. Fermella T. Bronvagen. $20:
1r the Thirty Six WulMlrut tots addi-
tion are assessed n.a follows:
feet on Seventh street owned by Mrs.
Emma Raywood, $35,20; lots 3, 4,
owned b F. H. Pierce, $20 each; iots-5- ,
6, owned by D. T. Hoskins, $20
each; lots 7, 8, owned by Mrs. Paul-
ine Graat, $20 each; lots 9, 10, owned
bv Earl M. Herzog, $20 each ;
$67.20; the eaet 60 feet of lots 15, 16,
17, 18, fronting 60 feot. on Washing
7, 8, C B. Fitch, $20 each; lots 9, 10,
11; 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, Mary C.
TXmtaip. $20 each; lot BO fronting 44feet, Mary C. Ihinlaip, $35.20; lot 51,
fronting 44 ' feet, Marion Winters,$25.20; lot 18, Marion Winters. $20;
the north 25 feet of lot 10, fronting Block 24A; lots 17, 18, Mrs. Huldain the Lfli8 Vegas Town Co's addition
are assessed as follows: ton avenue, O. H. Sohirmer, $48; lots25 feet, Charlotte Grost, $20; the soutn 22, 23, Ohas. Greenclay, $20 each. of National avenue and Eijrtitfo streetBlock 8: the east part of lot .1,part of lot 10, fronting 25 reet
on Main avenue, George H. Hun Block 45, lots of 6, 7, 8, 62 feet and fronting thence ewat 37.9 feet onfronting 25 feet on Railroad avenue lots 19, 20, 21, 22, E. D. Raynolds, $20each; lota 23, 24, 25, 26, Hallet Ray M. Greenberger, $50; of lot 6, Wm.
Rosenthal, $20 each: lots 19, 20, 21,
32. J. C. Schlott, $20 each; lots 22, 23,
29, 30. heirs of W. G. and Clara. Koog-le- r.
$20 each; lots 24, 25. 26. 31, Mrs.
L. D. Coleman Russell, $20 each; lots
33, 34, 35. 36, Effle J. Brown $20 each.
lots 11, 12, 13, 14, owned by Mrs. R.
Flint, $20 each; lots 15, 16, owned by
Investment & Agency corporation $20 Hetzler, $10; lots 9, 10, Jno. Rob
the south side of National avenue,
Mrs. E. E. La Marten, $30.32.
ker, $20; lot 11. D. , Wlnternitz ana
Charles Ilfeld. $20; lot 12, D. Win- - blns, $20 each; lots 11. 12, 13, 14,nolds, $20 each; lots 27, 28, 29, 30,Mrs. Bena Ilfeld, $20 each; lots 31, 32, A piece of land beginning at a point
234.4 feet from the southwest cornerrke Bacharach,' $20 each; lots 15, 16,17, 18, fronting 150 feet on Washing
each; lots 17, 18, heirs of Augusta
Crane, $20 each; lot 19, Adeline Smith
$20; lots 20, 21, Mrs. Ida M. Jones,
ternitz, $20; rear 25 feet of lot 12.
fronting 25 feet on Seventh street, $20;
Mrs. Adele Ilfeld, $20; lots 13, 14, 15.
Block 25, lots 1. 2, Mrs. F. W. Bring- - and north half of 33, Simon
' Bachar-
ach and H. C. Ilfeld, $50; south half of National avenue and Eighth streetton avenue, H. G. Coors, $120; lotsof lot 33 and all of 34, 35, 36, SimonS20 each: lot 22. Alice k. zu; 19, 20, 21, Frank Peppard, $20 each; and fronting thence west 34.4 feet onsouth side of National avenue, Anna
Yoakum, $27.62.
Bacharach, $70; lot D, N. one half,Charles C. Robblns, $20. each; lots 16,
17, 18, 19, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, $20
hurst, $20 each; lot 3, 5, 6, F. J. Gea-
ring, $20 each; lot 4, Mrs. Emma Tam-m- e,
$20; lots 7, 8, Mrs. Annie Hart-ma-
$20 each: lots 9, 10, 13, 14, Wal-
do C. Twitchell, $20 each; lots 11. 12,
lots 22, 23, Sarah E. Atkins, $20 each.lot 23, Montgomery Bell, $20; lot 24,
Mrs. Olivia January and Mrs. Lockie Simon Bacharach, $7.40; S. one half Block 46, lots 6, 7, A. A. Jones, $20 A piece of land beginning at aEtter, $20. Dove Wilson and Esther Robblns,$7.40.
each; lot3 20, 21. zz, A. u. Miasms,
$20 each; lots 23, 24, Mrs. Julia A.
firopnrv. S20 each: lots 25, 26, heirs
PQint 268,8 feet from the southwesteach; lots 8, 9, W. H. Shaffer, $20
each; lots 10, and 20 feet of lot 1115, 16, R. E. Twitchell, $20 each.
Sec 8. The lots and pieces of land corner of National avenue and EighthBlock 1; lots 1, 2, 3, E. D. Raynolds,Block 15; lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
JefTerson
Rftviiolds. $20 each: lots 5, 6, L H. & on north side, Investment & Agencyof H. P. Browne, $20 each: the north street and fronting thence west 100$20 each; lots 4, 5, Florence Lehmann
$20 each; lot 6 and south half of lotTvart of lots 1. 2, 3, 4, fronting liu ieex in the Hill Site Town
Co's addition
are assessed as follows:
corporation, $36; 5 feet on south side
of lot 11 and all of lot 12, Lydia M. feet on the south eide pf National ave-nue, Henry Goke, $80.on Sixth Btreet, heirs of H. P. Browne, 7, D, J, Leahy, $30; north half of lot McNair, $24; the east one half of lotsBlock 34: lots L 2, F. E. Olney, $20
W. H. Rapp, $20 each; undivided one-thir- d
of lot 7, heirs of Clara Koogler,
$6.67; undivided two-third- s of lot 7,
C. V. Hedgoock, $13.34; lots 8, 9, 10,
Douglas Avenue Building company,
A piece of land fronting on north!
each; lots 3, 4 ,5, unknown, $20 each;
$S5.60; the south' part of lota I, o, ,
fronting 43 feet on Sixth street, First
Baptist church $35.40.
side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
7 and all of lot 8, Mrs. Rosanna Roth- -
geb, $30; lots 9, 10, 11, Vincent Truder
$20 each; lota 12, 13, 14, 15, A. M.
Adler, $20 each; lots 16, 17, Robina
lot 6, and 6 feet 3 inches of the north a point 128 feet from northwest cor-
ner of Douglas avenue and ElghtMof lot 7, Lubie Gllstrap, $25; south IS5n aoh: lots 11. 12, San Miguel in
from the corner of Railroad avenue
and Douglas avenue, Mrs. Hulda Ro-
senthal, $20: the east part of lots 2, 3,
frontine 50 feet on Railroad avenue,
Mrs W. W. Rawlins, $40; the
west part of lots I, 2, 3, fronting 25
feet on Douglas avenue from the al-
ley between Railroad and Grand ave-
nues, John Shank, $20; lot 4, Mrs,
Lvdia M. McNail, $20: lot 5. M. W.
Browne, $20; lots 6, 7, Janet Ross,
20 each: lots 8, 9, 10, Bacharach
Brothers, $20 each; lot 11, B. C. Duel
$20; lots 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, O. L.
Houghton and Frank Springer, $20
each: lot. 13, Erb & Westerman, $20;
part of lots 18, 19, 20, fronting
75 feet on the north, side of Lincoln
avenue from the alley between Rail-
road and Grand avenues, Sarah E. At-
kins $60; part of lots 18, 19, 20.
fronting 25 feet on the north side
of Lincoln avenue beginning at a
point 100 feet, from the alley between
Railroad and Grand avenues and run-nin-e
thence wesat 25 feet. Kate Wright,
$20: part of lots 18, 19, 20,
fronting 25 feet on the north side of
Lincoln avenue beginning at a point
125 feet west of the alley between
Railroad and Grand avenues and run-nln- "
thence west for 25 feet, Crom-
well estate. $20: part of 18, 19, 20,
fronting 25 feet on north side of
Block :S: lots 1, 2, M. A. Otero,
tlonal bank, $20 each; lots A, B, C, etreet and riming thence west 28J. Smith Pontious, $20 each; lota 50,feet 9 inches of lot 7 and north onehalf of lot 8, Southwestern Building
ft Loan association, $25; lots 9, 10,
Charles Ilfeld, $20 each; lots D. K. feet, Mrs. S. B. Davis, $22.40.$20 each;
lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, Investment
& Agency corporation, $20 each; lots
8 9. Mrs. Harriett Whltmore, $20 A piece of land fronting on northF. Southwestern Realty Co., $20 eacn:lot 15, heirs of Sallle Rosenthal, $20;
13, 14, fronting 75 feet on Washing-
ton avenue; F. E. Olney, $60; the west
one half of lota 13, 14, fronting 75
feet on Washington, $60; the east 50
ft. of lots 15, 16, 17, 18 fronting 50 feet
on Washington avenue, Mrs. Emma D.
Burks, $40; the center 60 feet of lots
15, 16, 17, 18, fronting 50 feet on
Washington avenue, C. H. Stewart,
$40; the west 50 feet of lots 15, 16,
17, 18, fronting 50 feet on Washing-
ton avenue, Chas. Ilfeld, $40; lot 19,
Chas. nfeld, $20; lots 20. 21, A. A.
and one' half of 8, Eugenio B. Galle
each; lots 10, 11, 12, Jas. H. Hunterlota 16. 17. 18. F. H. Pierce ana t . s
51, 52, 53, fronting 112.5 feet Cecilio
Rosenald, $90; lots 54, 55, 56, front-
ing 92 feet, W. J. Pochel,. $73.60; lot
18; Emeline Rosenthal ,$20; lots 19,
20, W. N. Rosenthal, $20 each; lots
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, A. H. Harris, $2C
each; lota 26, 27. H.
s
G. Coors, $20
gos, $50; lots 23, 24, Bessie Jaffa, $20
each; lots 25, 26, 27, B. F. Forsythe,
$20 each; the south 16 feet and 9 In
$20 each; lot 13 and west nan or n,
heirs of Betsy J. Sebra, $30; east half
side of Douglas avenue beginning at
a point 156 feet west from northwest
corner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
street, and running thence west 49
feet; E. V. and Alice R. Long, $36.80,
Brush, $20 each; lots 19, 20, 21, Jas.
S. Duncan, $20 each; lots 22, 23, 24, nf lot. 14 and all of lot 15, A. J. rep- - ches of lot 28, B. F. Forsythe, $13.40;C W. Wesner, $20 each. pard, $30; lots 16, 17, 18, 19, the First the north 8 feet 3 inches of lot 23, all A piece of land fronting on northeach; Iots 28, 29, Mrs. Lena Teltle
of lot 29, and the south 8 feet of lot side of Douglas avenue beginning atbaum, $20 each; lota 30, 31, A. O.
Methodist Episcopal cnurco. eai u.
lots 20, 21, 22, W. G. Ogle,. $20 each;
lots 23, 24, 25, 26 C. W. Wesner, $20 Jones, $20 each;
lota 22, 23, E. LTXTh anion, MOl lo 39 SI front. a point 202 feet west of the north
Block 16; lots 7, 8, 9, the Las Vegas
Masonic Building association, . $20
each; lots 10, 11, 12, Jas. S. Duncan,
$20 each; lots 19, 20 ,21, 22, M. Jeffer-
son, $20 each; lots 23 ,24, Mrs. aMrie
30, Mary S. Marsh, $32.98; the south
16 feet of lot 30 and all of lots 31, 32,
Mrs. Emma Benedict, $52.80. lng
69 feet 5 inches. D. Wlnternltz, Hammond. $20 each.
$55.60. Block 47; lota 6, 7, and north halfeach.
west corner of Douglas avenue and
Eighth street and running thence west
42 feet, W. G. Ogle, $33.60.of lot 8 Jno. Elliott, $50; south halfirwv 26 lots 1. 2. 3. Mrs. Harriet Y Block 35; Iota 1, 2, Chas. H. Spor- - Block 2; lot 2, Mrs. Hulda RosenHayward, $20 each; lots 16, 14, io, of lot 8 and all of lots 9, 10, Andrewleder $20 each; lots 3, 4, A. H. West, A piece of land fronting on north!16. 17. fronting 75 feet on sixtn street thai $20; lota 3, 4, Isidor Gallegos,
$20 each; lot 5, A. A. Jones, $20; lots$20 each; lots 5, 6, Eugene and P D. Devlne,'$50;,lot9 11, 12, 13, 14,
Rich-
ard Davidson, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17,
side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
east boundary of public school grounda
and running thence east 41 feet, Mrs.
6. 7, B. F. Forsythe, $20 each; lots
City of Las Vegas, rear of lots
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, fronting 75 feet on
Sixth street, Young Men's Christian
association, $60; lot 18, City of Las
8, 9, 13, 14, Browne & Manzanares, $20
Whltmore, $20 each; lots 4. 5, J. S.
Ravnolds, $20 each: lots 6, 7, Mrs.
Helen C. Dresser, $20 each; lots 8, 9,
10, Sarah E. Atkins. $20 each: lot. 12,
Mrs. Anna Ward, $20: lots 13, 14, Colo-
rado Telephone Co., $20 each; lots 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, Trustees of the proper-tv'o- f
the Protestant Eplscoonl church
18, H. C. Smith, $20 each; lots 19,
20, 21, Geo. P. Hlle, $20 each; lots
22, 23, J. C. Rex, $20 each.
F. Elston, $32.80.each; lots 10, 11, Mrs. J. J. Giiohrtsit,
Lincoln from corner of Grand and Lin-
coln avenues running east. Frances
H Olney and Mrs. E. B. Shaw, $20:
lots 25. 26. Mrs. S. A. Rtoner, $20
h- - Inta 21. 22. Thos. Foster, $20
A piece of land fronting on north!Vegas; $20; lots 4, 5, 6, Annie M. ana Block 48; lots 6, 7, H. u. Remicen,$20 each; lot 12, R. W. Hall, $20;lots 15, 16, S. A. Brewer, $20 each;
lot 7, Adolph Teltlebaum, $20; lots
H P. and Mrs. R. runt, zu eacn; $20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, Mary Casey,
side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
a point 285 feet west from northwest
corner of Douglas aveaue and Eighth
Town Co. $20 each; lots 9, 10, 11, lz,
13, 14, fronting 75 feet on Grand ave-
nue Hill Site Town Co., $60; lots 15, 16,
Ed. C. Ward, $20 each; lots 17, 18, Mrs.
Katherlne Rathrock, $20 each; lots 19,
20, 21, 22, G. J. Quinn, $20 each;
lots 23, 24, 25, 26, Hill Site Town Co..
$20 each; lots 27, 28, Paul B. Black-shea- r,
$20 each.
Block 36; lota 1, 2, Wm. Shilling-law- ,
$20 each; lots 3, 4, E. B. Wheel
subdivision of lots 1, 2. 3, 4, fronting
33 feet west side of Grand avenue be $20 each;, lots
11. 12, 13, 14, S. D.
May. $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, Chas.
In the district or mew Mexico, encn; iots z.i, it,
the same fronting 150 feet on National h: W 27, D. C. Duel. $20; lot 28,
avenue; lots 20, 21. 22, R. L. & Myrtle Kate Wright. $20; lots 29 30l Mrs. S.
street and running thence west 202f
feet. Board of Education of the Cityginning at a point
87 feet from the
alley between Douglas and Main ave
M. Dougherty, $20 each; lots 18, 19,
Mrs. Minnie Detterlck, $20 each; lots of Las Vegas, $161.60.Houghton. $20 each: lota 23, 24. z. A. Carpenter, azu ..; --
c T.,.b of the vnronertv of the RhIms. S20: lots 32, 33. 34. Mrs. R. Anues. Mrs. R. Flint, J2H.4U: sudgivi A piece of land fronting on southsion of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting 24 feet Trtertant Eniscoml church in the rim. $20 each; niece of land fronting er, $20 each; lots 5, 6, F. V. Bryant,n hn west side of Grand avenue, ne- - eide of Main street, beginning at eastboundary of Douglas avenue publ'o2(; feet on the south side of TVmelasdts'rict of New Mexico. SS0: lots 27,
28, Mrs. Betty G. Crockett, $20 each.
'
ginning at a point 54 feet south of the
alley between Douglas and Main ave- -
school and running thence east 45
20, 21, 22, 23, Chas. Ilfeld, $20 each.
Block 43, lots 6. 7, J. J. Laubach,
$20 each; lots 8, 9, 10,' fronting 75
feet on Grand avenue, J. K. Martin.
$60; lots 15, 16, 17, fronting 75 feet on
Second street, J. W. Hesser, $60.
Block 60; lot 3, Maximo Lopez, $20;
avenue beirinnlng at a noint reei
west of allev between Railroad and feet, Mrs. F. Elston, $36.tinos. Mrs. B. Glltner, jia.zu; buoiw mock 27. lots 1, 2, 3. H. W. K!1.' Grand avenues, being a part of the rear A piece of land fronting on south
of lots 32. 33, 34, Theresa biock, jzu. eide of Main avenue, beginning at a$20 each: lots 4, 5. 6. 7. Airs. J.
VT.
Cunnlncham. $20 each: lots 8. 9, 10,
11 H. W. Kelly, $20 each; lots 12,
vision of lots 1, 2. 3, 4, fronting 30
feet on the west side of Grand ave-
nue, beginning at a point 30 feet
nnth from the alley between Douglas
A niece of land fronting 25 feet on lot 4, Juan Fresquez, $20; lots 5, 6, Q. point
45 feet east of west line of
Mrs. F. Elston.'s property and run-
ning thence east for 60 feet, Wm.
$40.
south side of Douglas avenue begin-
ning at alley between Grand and Rail-
road avenues, Cromwell estate, $20.
50, 61, 52, 53, 54, fronting 137.5 feet
Mary C. and R. P. Dunlap, $110; lota
55, 66, 67, fronting 87.6 feet, A. P.
Watson, $70; lota 58, 69, B. H. New-le- e,
$20 each; lot 60, L. F. Adams,
$20; lots 18, 13, Margaret Grainey,
$20 each; lots 20, 21, George A. Flem-
ing, $20 each; lots 22, 25, Mrs. Jas.
Young, $20 each; lots 23, 24, Mrs. Rob-
ina J. Smith Pontious, $20 each; lot
26, Mrs. L. Klngsley, $20; lots 27,
23, A. B. Watoson $20 each; lots 29,
30, Mrs. Natalia S. Jones, $20 each;
lots 31, 32, Wm. F. & M. B. Hetzler,
$20 each.
Block 3; lot 3 E. L. Hammond, $20;
lots 4, 5, 6, Lizzie V. Carpenter, $20
each; lot 7 and south half of lot 8,
Thos. Lipsett, $30; north half of lot
8 and all of lota 9, 10, O. E. Burch,
$50; lota 11, 12, W. J. Pochel, $20
each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 60 and
south half of lot 61, N. A. Sunderlln,
$130: north half of lot 61 and all of
lot 52, H. C. Young, $30; lots 63, 64,
Cha9. Ilfeld, $20 each; lot 65, fronting
37.5 feet, Chas. Bfeld, $30; lots 56, 57,
and Main avenues, Mrs. Lena Teitle- -
13, 14, hews of V. m. oraoiey, 4u
each: subdivision of lots 15, 16, front-
ine 150 feet on the north side of NahoiiTn S24. Block 9. lot designated as lot 1,tional avenue and running west from A piece of land beginning at a point
95 feet from east line of Mrs. F. El
Block 17: lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, W. R
Williams, $20 each; lots 7, 8, Mrs. M
t Cnrato. i,20 each: lota 3, 10, 11. 12,
$20 each; lots 7, 8, C. W. Wesner, $ZJ
each; lota 9. 10, Souithwe'itern Realty
Co., $20 each; lots 11, 12, Lydia M.
McNair, $20 each; lots 13. 14, C D.
Boucher, $20 each; lota 15, 16, Saul
Rosenthal, $20 each; lots 17, 18, Wal-
ter Hayward, $20 each; lota 19, 20,
Peter and Margaret Murphy, $20 each;
lots 21, 22, Jas. S. Duncan, $20 each;
lots 23, 24, Charlotte Fugate, $20
each; lots 25, 26, Mate M. C. Hill, $20
each; lots 27, 28, heirs of Mrs. M. Cof-ffle- t,
$20 each.
Block 37, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6, and 12
feet of the north aide of lot 7, Charles
H. Stevenson, $130; the south twelve
and one half feet of lot 7, all of lot
8 and the north one half of ot 9, D.
W. Condon, $40; the south half of lot
9. and all of lota 10, 11, W. E. Kaser,
$50; lots 12. 13, 14, Vincent Tinder, $20
fronting 65 feet on Sixth street, Lucy
V. Clements, $52; lot 2, Lydia J. Bun-
ker, $20; lot 3, Isabel Henry, $20; lots
the alley between Sixth and beventn
streets, B. S. Harrison, $120; lots 17,
1R Mrs. Harriet S. Van Petten, $20Mrs. Helen C. Dresser $20 each; lots ston, running thence east 50 feet, Mrs.F. Elston, $40. iis 11 .Tames S. Duncan, eacn each; lots 19, 20, F. E. Sturges, $20 NOW THEREFORE, according to. ntcr of land composed of lots 15,
4 5, Lydia J. BunKer, jzu eacn; lots
6, 7, Las Vegas Lodge I. O. O. F. No.
4. $20 each; lot 8, F. E. Olney, $20;
lot designated as lot 9, fronting 65
the provisions of Chapter 72, Laws of16. 17. 18, fronting 150 feet on Doug- -inn.
M. de Sllva, $20 each; lota 7, 8, 9, Eus-tacl- o
Romero, $20 each; lots 10, 11, 12,
Frank Roy, $20 each; lota 28, 29, R.
R. Rogers, $20 each; lots 30, 31, James
W. Hanson, $20 each; lot 32, Mrs. Hul-
da Rosenthal, $20; lots 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, Mrs. Josephine Hayward, $20
each; lota 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, unknown,
$20 each.
Sec 12. The lots and pieces of
land In the J. A. and A. Baca addition
are assessed as follows:
Block 2, lota 1, 2, Mrs. A. B. de
Manzanares, $20 each; lots 3, 4, 17, 18,
Miguel Baca, $20 each; lota 5, 6, 22,
23, J. A. Baca, $20 each; lota 7, 8, 20,
21, Aurella M. Baca, $20 each; lota
9, 10, Maria R, Baca, $20 each; lota
11, 12, 15, 16, Valerio Baca, $20 each;
lota 13, 14, 19, Filadelfo Baca, $20
1901, as amended by Chapter 96, Laws'las avenue, James s.
Ma 91 ?: 26. Mrs. Helen C. Dresser, feet on south side or iwugias ave
nue, Adolph Coors, $52:00. of 1903, any owner or owners In whote
or In part, or their legal representa-
tives, has the right within ten days
Block 10; lot 1, Clark ft Forsythe,$20 each;
lots 27, 28, Lilly A.O'Rourke
$20 each; lot 29. Mrs. Hulda Rosen-
thal. $20; lots 30. 31. F. C. Bope. $20 S20: lot 2. Mrs. L. Poole Wright, $20;lot 3, Theresa Block, $20; piece of each: lots A. B. C. D. being subdivi after the date of the last publicationeach: lots 32, 33. 3. w. .
Tj,,TMinir a Tvan association, $20 each;
each; lots 21, zz, lsaDei Henry,
each- - lots 23, 24, J. C. ft Marvinla
.Tohnsen, $20 each: lots 25, 26, Mrs.
Lucy A. Shank, $20 each; lots 27, 23,
Mrs. Jennie Levy, $20 each.
Block 29, lots 1, 2, and the north
10 feet of lot 3. Upton Hays, $48; the
south 15 feet of lot 3 and all of lots
4. 5, 6, 7, R. F. Hayes, $92; lots 8, 9,
10, Jas. S. Duncan, $20 each; lots 11,
,12, Eliza J. McAllister, $20 each; sub-
division of lots 13, 14, fronting 142
feet on National avenue beginning at
the northwest corner of National ave-
nue and Fourth street, Mrs. Hulda Ro-
senthal, $113.60; the east 63 feet 4
of tola notice, which aaid last date
will be on tha Slst day of August. A.
D, 1911, to bring suit ta the District
sion of lots 15. 16 ,17, 18, fronting 100
feet on Columbia avenue, Lizzie V.
Carpenter, $80; lota E. F. being
of lots 15, 16, 17. 18, frontine
50 feet on Columbia avenue, F. J.
Wesner, $40; lot 19 and so. one half
land fronting 40 feet on west side of
Sixth street: beginning on north st
property of Theresa Block, Theresa
Brash, $32; piece of land fronting 40
teet on west side of Sixth street be-
ginning at corner of Sixth and Lincoln
and running thence north 40
58, 59, 60, fronting 140.9 feet, F. J.
Gehring, $112.72; lota 61, 62, 63, 18,
Ernest L. Browne, $20 each; lots 19.
20, 21, 22, Lydia M. McNair, $20 each;
lota 23, 24, J. B. Floyd, $20 each; lots
25, 26, E. Toomay, $20 each; lota 27,
28, Dove Wilson, $20 each; lota 29, 30,
fronting 46.9 feet. Employees Savings
& Building association, $37.52.
Block 4, lota 1, 2, 3. Mrs. Julia S.
piece of land fronting 50 feet on north
side of Douglas avenue, being the
west 50 feet of Bullard's subdivision
of the Las Vegas Town Co's addition,
Vogt ft Lewis. $40; a piece of land
fronting 50 feet on north side or
Douglas avenue, beginning at the east
Court having Jurisdiction aeeording teach; lot A, Filadelfo Baca and Mi
of lot 20, Dove Wilson and Esther law. to review the action f the aaid
City Council.
CHAS. TAMM City Clerk.
guel Baca,$20; lota B.C. 86, 37,38, Mrs.
F. G. de Baca, $20 each; lota 24, 25.
26. 27. F. a Oswalt, $20 each; lota
feet, H. G. Coors, $32; piece of land Robblns $30; north one half of lot 20
fronting 42 feet on north side of Lln-V- a arj of 21, L. G. Calhoun, $30; lotsend of land of Vogt ft lwib, tu.
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Always get the beat at Nolette'i
barber shop, r". VVf FORMER-TREASUR- ER ;
CHLNAULT ARRESTEljLOCAL NEWS HATSBest mealg in the city for 25 centsat the White Kitchen."!"- i'
tntIsn't that draft beer tine at
Opera Barf Hot lunch every morning at 10
o'clock at the Opera Bar.
ASTOUNDING DEFALCATION IN
FORMER QUAY COUNTY OF-
FICIAL'S ACCOUNTSVanilla ice cream for dessert White
Kitchen toaight. Wanted Operator to copy Associat
You may order from '
THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
In Fruits
ed Press report over The Optic's
leased wire daily except Sunday, 11:30
to 2:30. Call on city editor.
Carriage goes to Harvey's Saturday
morning. Phone orders to Murphey's.
Tucumcari, N. Aug. ll.A sen-
sation was caused here today by the
arrest of former County Treasurer
C. H. Chenault, on a charge of em
If you want a rattling
' good Hat of style and
quality buy a - - -We have a new supply of Ink pads
for rubber stamps, all sizes and col-
ors. OPTIC OFFICE.
Yesterday's rain amounted to .11
inces. The shower at noon measured
.03 inches and that of the evening .08
inches, according to the rain guage at
the Normal University.
Leaf Lettuce
Green Onions
New Carrots
New Cabbage
Fancy Celery
Radishes
New Turnips
Fresh Tomatoes
"Sweet" Corn
Cucumbers Squash
Our full line has just ar-
rived, we are showing The
new "Wakefield" that you
can wear as a common Crush,
Telescope, or an Alpine. We
also have all the new shapes
in Derbeys.
GET THE HABIT
The talk of the town "The A. T.
& S. F. Waltz." For Bale at Bally's
and Romero Book store. ,
STETSQ
Manager John H. York of the bast
ball team has received a letter from
the manager of the Pueblo Athletic
club asking for a game here in the
near future. The Pueblo club is said
to be a strong one.
Pork chops or roast beef and lemon
ice cream at the White Kitchen for
supper this evening. Meals 25 cents.
In Fruits
Fancy Cooking Apples Las Criices PeachesNative Plums CanteloupesPears Fancy Bananas
Grape Fruit Oranges" Grapes
Phone Main 193 or Main 194
Call for a
bezzlement and misappropriation of
county funds, growing out of the dis-
covery of an alleged shortage in his
accounts of $10,000. It is believed
the shortage may exceed this sum.
The arrest of Chenault was a sur-
prise. Only recently his friends
made good a discrepancy in his ac-
counts of $16,000, which cost him
his position, sq it is alleged. Previous
to that time it is said he had been
found short but had made good before
charges were preferred.
It Is said the last appropriation of
funds to his own use occurred when
he Issued a receipt for taxes to the
Rock Island Railway company, and
then marked the stub "void." Che-
nault has long beea a leader of the
republican party in this county ana
is very popular.
Territorial Traveling Auditor Joha
Joerns has been summoned from
SaDta Fe and will arrive tomorrow,
when the books of the treasurer's of-
fice will be thoroughly audited.
Just received from the press, the
"A. T. & S. F." Waltz." Get a copy
while they last. At Romero Book
store or Baily's.II UFTSIIN I A(gP
Yesterday's rain was not a heavy
one but it helped materially in cool-
ing off the atmosphere. The rain fell
In scattered localities and was not
general. The country east of town
got ft more thorough wetting than did
that near here.
Herbert E. Fell, Santa Fe train-
master at Raton, is confined to the
home of Charles Tamme by a mid
attack of typhoid fever.
Wagon Mound is making great pre-
parations for its "Bean Day," whichSteak country style or pork chops GREENBERGER
A Square Deal
will occur on September 20. Therewith lemon sherbet for dessert at
White Kitchen tonight Meals 25
cents. The place that's clean.
will be races, baseball games, and all
kinds of athletic events. Baked beans;
bean soup and all kinds of beans,
cooked in all kinds of ways, will be
THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico Stale Fair Albuquerque Oct. 9-1- 4, 1911.
CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director
"Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.
$1000 "Bull" Durham Stake for 2:13 Pacers
to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Special sale on men's Balbriggan
and Silk Lisle underwear, too num-
erous to state prices. See our win
plentiful.
dow at Talchert's, Douglas avenue.
A chilly feeling is likely to attack
Have Your House
Wired
Then you can use any of
the modern appliances.
Mrs. Secundino Romero is ill at her
home on the Boulevard with an at-
tack of heart trouble. Her condition
was reported as somewhat improved
today.
the feet" and chase Itself up the spine
of Daniel Padilla, manager of the
Albuquerque Grays, tomorrow after-
noon when his team tackles Santa Fe
in the first contest of a two-day- s' se-
ries at Albuquerque "Polly" Barrand
"Nelly" Nelson, the Maroons' crack
Exciting Horse RacesBase Ball Every Day
Feature Upon Feature Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments ;
Special rates on all railroads. ' '
Isaac Barth, Pres. John B. McManus, Secy-Mnjj- r.
BUILDING ASSOCIATIONS
According to the report of Terri-
torial Traveling Auditor John Joerns,
the resources and liabilties of the
building and loan associations of the
territory have Increased since July 1,
1910, $71,709.07.
The total resources of these associ-
ations throughout the territory are
$1,331,293.64, and are divided as fol-
lows: Loans on real estate, $1,193,-565.6- 9;
loans on stock, $45,752.67; ac-
crued and unpaid interest, $6,381.14;
real estate, $40,473.27; furniture and
fixtures, $4,447.86; bills receivable,
$555; cash on hand, $26,029.82; all
other resources, $14,098.19.
The liabilities are divided as fol-
lows: Dues on installment stock,
$1,113.83; paid up stock, $30,643.37;
contingent fund, $807.74; bills pay-
able, $54,074.59; dividend account,
$41,485.12; undivided profits, $74,-109.1-8;
expense account, $1,088.40; all
other liabilities, $16,064.41.
The Greater Las Vegas band is re-
quested to. meet at the city hall this
evening at 8 o'clock sharp In full
dress uniform. By order of F. O.
Blood, manager.
battery, will be the battery for Santa
Fe. If those lads are working as they
did yesterday the Grays' batting aver-
ages are likely to continue oa the to--
j :Call up and we will make
you the best proposition you
ever heard of on wiring.baggan. "Polly" and "Nelly" wentwithout a chaperon but they prom
ised to be good and get back home
Sunday afternoon. Las Vegas Light & Power Co,ESTABLISHED 1876
Comedy galore at the Photoplay to-
night. Program: "Curiosity," come-
dy Biograph; "A Game of 'Deception,"
comedy, Lubin; "A Dutch Gold Mine,"
comedy, Biograph; ''A Close Call,"
drama, Vitagraph; "Paul and Fran-cesca- ,"
drama, Pathe.
The Missouri Valley Bridge and
Iron company expects to have a large
force of men at work early next weekThe Brings Joy toon the construction of the new bridgeacross the Pecos at r San Jose. Engin-
eer George B. Morrison and J. J, Cox,
representatives of the bridge compa-
ny, went today to San Jose to makeFist National Bank
The Christian tabernacle revival
continues to attract considerable in-
terest. Tomorrow alght there will be
a special sermon for children. There
will be three services held on Sunday.
Sunday night Evangelist Coombs
will preach on "Christian Unity."
Millionsof
WomenOF preliminary
arrangements. Two ex-
perienced bridge men are expected to
arrive tonight to act as foremen on
FUGITIVE 8LAYER ARRESTED
Holly, Colo., Aug. 11. Charged
with murdering Frank Ollerson, col-
ored, of Cairo, 111., James White was
arrested here late yesteray on a
fugitive warrant. The shooting gw
out of the lynchisg of a negro at
Cairo for an alleged assault upon MIsb
Annie Pellis, aged 21. White admits
Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street
BISSELL'S
Grand Rapids
the construction of the bridges. Ma-
terial is on the way and workmen will
arrive the latter part of this week.
The bridge at San Jose will be com-
pleted first Thea two gangs will
work simultaneously on the construc
The postoffice at Regina, Sando-
val county, has been ordered
and Wesley F. Fish has
been appointed to take charge of the
office as postmaster. The following
new postmasters have been appoint-
ed: John W. Stewart, Alto, Lincoln
county; Florence C. Hynd, Madrid,
Santa Fe county D. Hoyt Wood, Pon- -
he killed Ollerson, but explains tlat
he shot after the latter had drawa a
bowie knife and accused him of the
crime. He maintains no Indictment
was returned against him and is will
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President'
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
Carpet Sweepers
$2.50 to $15.00
We have just received the complete 1911
Bissell's line
J.C JOHNSEN&SON
Local Distributors
ing to waive extradition rights and
return to Cairo.
tion of the bridges across the Arroyo
Pecos on the Las Vegas-Alam- road
and across the Gallinas at Hot
Springs. The bridge company ex-
pects to finisE all three bridges be-
fore cold weather.
11, Colfax county. IA General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange. Tonight
In the armory will take
place the Greater Las Vegas band's
big midsummer ball. Everybody in ATTENTIONtown is going and there will be much
pleasure for the dancers and specta
tors. Director Kasper and the mem
30 DAYS
Screened and Lump Raton Cerrillos
COM L M M D W Of
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL ;
bers of the band have arranged a
magnificent program of dance music
and it will be a treat to hear it eevn
if one does not care to dance. The
band will wear its new uniforms and
will look handsome. Admission will
be twenty-fiv- e cents. Dancing will
be charged for at the rate of five
cents a dance.
For CanningAnthracite Coal, all sizes Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling
foot of Main 0 Q $3 13 0 1$ Phono Main 21
We advise every woman in
Las Vegas to read the articles
published by the Laundrymen'a
National Association of Ameri-
ca in the current issue of The
Saturday Evening Post
You will find, out what the
women who patronize the bet-
ter Laundries know.
A cordial Invitation is extend- -
i
ed you to visit our plant at any
time and thus verify the truth
of these articles.
Our Pride Flour
01.30 pr SackFOR THATEVENING LUNCH Sack Guaranteed25 lbs. for $1
THE BEST PLACE
J. Hi STEARNStvTf:iK Las Vegas Roller Mills
A Phone Main 131Las Vegas Steam Laundry
617 Douglas Ave. Main 81.
GROCER.in Las Vegas to buy
Groceries and Meats
j A u v a M I if.
Try a Glass of Imported
Bismark Rollmops . f . V 40o
Bismark Herring 40c
Bismark Herring (In
Mustard Sauce) 40o
"Camembert" German I I
Cheese 50o
'.'VEZZET" Holland
Cheese-...-.....--
- 5Co
Fresh Selected Lobster
(id glass) .i 50o
For good things to Eat Go to
Voucher:
(Tha.Coffee Man.) -
HARVEY'S
IS SUPERB IN AUGUST
Engage accommodations now.
Carriage out Wednesday and Sat.
Terms, $2 per day, $10 week.
Leave orders at Murphey's.
THE GRAAF & HAYWARD :C0;
Do you need - --
A house or apartment? : i
Furnished or without?
A fine business location?
Call Cutler Brothers
Insurance Rentals.
Phone Main 124.
Lincoln Avenue, No. 614.
4 tit
We Notice Several Spotty Lawns
about town which need touching up with a little new seed. Seed
sown now wiH get- - a splendid start by winter and your lawn
will come iOut a 'nice smooth solid green "in the spring, a thing
of beauty and' a just casse for pride, i iiVi t. L '
Fine Supply of Fresh eed .
Perry Onion ..(a. Sonl,Store Phone Main 462 Ranch Phone Main 276
II Tony Faust draught beer.4,tt,uat the OpenLSKjiatJb-rof- tfinest draught beers served over anytar in the city. - .
Tr7 4rn or pid jaylor bourbonat the Opera Bar Served from bar-
rels on the bar.Caij&brZSa for ThoGptto
